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Enof the Territory together wtth
in behalf of the
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ood roads movement. Lie Governor
'.is enthusiastic on this subject and is
bound as a member of the Good
Hoads commission to do all in his
buildpower to further the cause of
be
will
begun
ing good roads. Work
wtlv on the rdad into the Mogollon
mining district, toward which Grant
and Socorro counties have contrib-reuted their share of the forestry
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Governor Curry is in receipt of a
letter from President Taft which reassures the chief executive of the
Governor

Constantinople, April 13. Serious
disturbances of a revolutionary character have broken out here. The situation is grave.
Troops March On Parliament.
Frankfort, Germany, April 13.
The Constantinople correspondent of
the Frankfurter Zeitung declares that
the Turkish capital is in revolution.
It says that two batalllons of troops
marched to the house of parliament
and demanded the dismissal of the
Grand Vizier, the president of the
chamber and the minister of war.
Panic Seizes People.
Constantinople, April 13. Mutinous

Judse John R. McFie, in the dis
trict court, this forenoon, confirmed
the sale of the property of the Las
Vegas Railway and Power Company
recently made by special master to
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, with whom, it

Rochester, X. Y., April 13. A fire
which started today in an implement
manufacturing establishment on East
Main street spread rapidly and in
e
a short time had destroyed twenty-fivtemBerith Kodesh
buildings.
Luthple is a complete loss and the
eran church will probably go. The
loss at 1 p. m. was several hundred
dollars.
thousand
Syracuse and
Buffalo have been asked to send
help.
as
Shortly after 2 o'clock It looked
if the fire would be held in check.
The second fire seemed about burned
out. The foreigners in this section
are crazed by fear.
At Mercy of Flames.
Rochester, N. Y., April 13.-- The
'
mercy of
city appears tr
two alarming f
ously in diffen
in
city. At 2 o'clo
t
and
spreading
at more than al'
ter militia Is d .
'
.
streets. The Bu u'uew.
fire departments have
moned. Unless the gale blowing w
miles an hour, subsides the damage
will be incalculable.
Third Fire Breaks Out.
N. Y.. Anril 13. While
the fire raged a new blaze broke out
in a frame church half a mile from
the big conflagration and the church
was destroyed. The militia has been
ordered out to police the fire district.
Fireman Killed.
firePittsburg, Pa., April 13. One
man was killed, two fatally hurt ant.
several others slightly hurt when a
waif collapsed today in a fire at. the
pottery ulant at New Brightwood
near here this morning.
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in
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The
ability of
par.
the people of this Territory to govern
themselves well and economically,
was never more strikingly illustrated
than by the fact that Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero today signed the
contract refunding $12N,oiW of theTer-ritory'- s
bond! at almost 103. for four
per cent bonds to run thirty years
but to be redeemable in twenty.
Jesus The issues refunded will fall due on
Five

New

hunterg of a party of six have returned with the harrowing story of
one of their number being eaten by
a tiger. The men were in the mountains near Chihuahua when the tiger
struck .lose Reyes, severing his head
from his body. The tiger then dragged
the body Into a canyon. The other
men became separated and wandered
for days before coming home.

In
is understood powerful Denver
terests and capital are associated.
The case was that of the Trust Com
pany of St. Louis county, trustee, vs.
the Las Vegas Railway and Power
Entombed Five Days.
Company and William A. Buddecke,
the plaintiff representing a number
El Oro, Mexico, April 13
of bondholders and creditors of the
Montes and Antonio Huarte have been May 1. and include an issue or $78,000
company. The case occupied the at
rescued after a close rub with death six per cent refunding bonds of 1889;
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around.
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judge,
He was '
Notaries Appointed.
Boston Mass., April 13. There Is
Denver, Colo., April 13. Seventy-fiv- e decided adversely to it by the Suthe roll call at national conventions. remanded to Jail to await the action
Governor Curry today appointed Alabama
who left here Sunday preme Court today. The sum repre- more activity in Boston in wool tradhas the first call, but of
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Merchant
Department

Tailoring
is

now-runnin-

in a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come into
our up to date store
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made and pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
a first-clas- s
tailor, but
an expert designer of
bis profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to

We have done
with
Eastern
profits which we used
to pay and charge to
Now
our customers.
you only pay our profit, which is .not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all
signs..
away

the time to come. Ear lier you come the better to select your choice before the best
numbers are picked out.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONEY TO LOAN
diamonds and Jewelry as ow as (10 and ai blgo
.

On motes,
Loans are utrictly private. Time one month to or 9 year.
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

Vm. FARAfl

u !0.

Rates are
rl-- S

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
etreet.
The largest and the only

rnons IM.

?an Francisco

up-to-d-

atore

ii

Santa Fa.

3 CARS FLOUR 3
Til

flQlir

WHEN THE CLOCK
HANDS TURN BACK

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
Corn Meal
WE CONTROL ABOVE

BR

J

Ro-geri-

Precis
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial

ROUND IIP.

Winter Grocery Co.
Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

a. Gfljt
ayiiL

MANUFACTURER

jeweler

I

Mrs. Michael Bloom of Ijewistown,
Pa., who is 80 years of age, says: "For
a long time I have been so feeble that
I have bad to be wheeled around in
an invalid's chair. I had no strength
and took cold at the slightest provoca- which
settled on my
Ition, and ainvariably
cough would result. My
son learned of the cod liver preparation called Vinol, and procured a
bottle for me. It built up my strength
rapidly, and after taking three bottles
I am able to do most of my work, and
I cai walk a quarter of a mile easily.
Every aged or weak person who requires strength should try Vinol. I am
delighted with what it has done for
'
me."
As a body builder and strength creator for old people, delicate children,
n
after
weak,
persons, and
If it
sickness. Vinol Is unexcelled.
fails to give satisfaction we will return your money.
run-dow-

STRIPLING-BURROW-

i

i

M. BORN & CO
FRED KAUFPMANN
WANAMAKER & BROWN

Baby

vonl cry if
You give Him
BALLARD'S

H0RES10UND

SYRUP.

Pleasant to take, rapid results.
Contains nothing injurious.
COUGHS, COLDS,
CURES
SORE THROAT,
WHOOPING COUGH AND
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,

Colo., writes: "I can't
d
for Ballard's
Syrup, It has cured
my baby of the croup and my
children of severe Coughs.
I know no better medicine."
25c, 50c and $1.00
say-enoug-

Ilore-houn-

S

CO.

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

S11!

I

Mens

Mai e to

ail

Tonne Mens

Boys

dotkiif

Siirtsaii

GEO G. SNOW
UTZ & DUNN,

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes

WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON

Ladies Waists
Hosiery

Corsets
Hats
Trunks

A B, C.

Suit Cases

&

Kid Gloves

TREFOUSSE& Co.

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

-

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOTJI3.

Ma

.for

P O Box 291.

a

half. century

Phone 36

the leading;dry goods
house in the city.

Snli and Recommended iy
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
He arose at 4 o'clock this
morning, built a fire and then went
out with the apparent intention' of
feeding the stock. That was the last
seen of him. Later his body was dis
covered hanging from the end of a
"vega" that protruded from the
house. From all indications the man
went about the matter in a very sys
tematic way, going so far as to use
his wife's apron to take the place of
the usiial black cap. The apron com
pletely covered his head. An inquest
takes place this afternoon.
Tomorrow is the first day of Holy
Week.
A. Staab is in Albuquerque. "
Hon. J. H. Knaebel returns tonight
from Colorado.
Governor L. Bradford Prince is expected to reach Santa Fe about the
middle of next week. Preparations
are under way for a big reception.
It is also planned to make his inauguration as governor a memorable
one.
Hon, B. Seligman has returned
from Philadelphia.

spirits.

Foley's Honey and Tar is a safe- nsrflinst sprinns rpsiilts Crnm
which inflame the lungs
colds,
spring
Eiiarri

SHE!

Im,

and develop into pneumonia.
Avoid
counterfeits by insisting upon, having
the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar,
which contains no harmful drugs.
Sold by all druggists.

Complete Than Ever

re

r-o-

MAIL ORDERS

Wright

ESTIMATES
Famished on short notice
PLANS

AGENTS
our stock in dthis

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
&

We Carry the

Has Strength Restored By
Vinol

CALL AJ2D SEE FOR YOURSELF

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

the

FEEBLE OLD LADY

Co.

Wholesale anfl Retail Ery Goods

BARBER
IVE

FE

1909.

13,

Incorporated 1903

Seligman Bros.

New Mexican of CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
Daily
April 13th, 1889.
Don Jose Duran, a well known and
respected citizen
residing in the O. K.
southeast portion of the city, committed suicide by hanging at his
CHAIRS
-Fhome on Manhattan Street, at an
T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
WITH
early hour this morning. He was a F. S.
Rivera, Al G, Slaughter
man 48 years old and considered
M. Perry
W.
and
well to do. According to the man's
class barbers injeharge. Call and
wife, he had gone to bed the night All first
give us a trial at O. K. Barber Sbop.
previous in good health and in good
247 San Francisco Street
From

ND OF FLOUR for SANTA

Established 1856.

0

get the latest cut and
style, as he is familiar
with all the latest de-

I

THE DAILY

Five Indictments The Territorial
grand jury for Eddy county, in session at Carlsbad last week, after examining into sixteen cases returned
five true bills.
Murder Trial at Albuquerque The
second trial of John Donahue for the
killing of .Tustiano Chaves last July,
began in District Court at Albuquerque today. Donahue is out under $10,-00bond.
Albuquerque Journalist to Wed
Lowell Pancoast, who worked on several Albuquerque newspapers as reporter, will be married at Newark,
Ohio, on April 27, to Miss Hazel
Franklin Thomas.
Forest Fire in the Sacramentos
A destructive forest fire
occurred
last week near Mayhill, in the Sacramento Mountains, Otero county. After
considerable pasture and small timber was burned out, Rangers Simmons and James with the aid of settlers extinguished the fire.
Newspaperman Marries Ira G.
bookkeeper of the Optic Publishing Company at Las Vegas, was
married on Saturday evening to Miss
Mayme Davis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson Davis of Kansas City.
Rev. Norman Skinner of the Presbyterian church officiated.
Goes to the Philippines
Professor
.1.
P. Eskridge of the faculty of the
School of Mines at Socorro has resigned to accept a position in the
He will be succeeded at
Philippines.
Socorro by Professor Carl C. Smith
of Denver, Colorado, a graduate of
the Ohio State University.
The
Land for Big Sanatorium
board of trustees of the Las Vegas
grant has donated 1,160 acres of
land on the Las Vegas grant to the
Knights of Pythias Sanatorium for
Of this land 160
consumptives.
acres are located on the Hot Springs
Boulevard
upon which the main
buildings will be erected.
Struck a Fine Flow of Water-Ju- dge
Amos E. Green, at his residence in Socorro, with a six inch drill
struck a fine flow of water at a
depth of 72 feet. The water rose 16
feet in the pipe. A windmill has
been installed and a reservoir built.
Joseph E. Smith and others have began boring for water in the same
part of the city.
Marriage Licenses Issued Probate
Clerk A. H. Sweet of Socorro, has
issued the following marriage li
censes recently:
Juan H. Gomez,
aged 29 years, and Maria Bargon,
aged 19 years, both of Rosedale.
Gavaldon, aged 25 years, of La
Mesa, and Mar.a F. Olguin, aged 18
years, of Socorro. Felipe N. Silva,
aged 24 years, and Juanita Caravajal
aged 17 years, both of San Antonio.
Ignacio Chavez, aged 65 years, and
Mauricia Castillo, aged 50 years, both
of Quemado. Wm. Elmer, aged 35
years, and Emma Joyner, aged 2G
years, both of Socorro county. Thomas Balderoma, aged 21 years, and
Francisca Pino, aged 19 years, both
of Cooney. James Graham, aged 23
years, and Daisy Field, aged 17 years,
both of Magdalena.
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SOLICITED

Difson Tennis Ball

Phone
No 14

SHOP

J'

HARDWARE CO.
It Goes Against the Grain

when a man buy Feed and finds
it is of an inferior qaality, He
Best Lumber. does 4ot feel like buying it at the
same place again. We keep our.
customers because they know
they can alwa ys rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The bent Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale land Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN. POTATOES, SALT

I

St EDS
The! only exclusive grain house In Santa Fe N. M.
of every kind tor every purpose. It
ir, all good and sound and the kind
preferred by architects and builders.
DIAMONDS
It can be cut to any size desired and
is guaranteed to be tree from imperfections and thoroughly seasoned. 'Ask
ta,xi'uJatiaxx of
m.
your neignbor aDout us. The trasjc RIGHT PRICES
your neighbor about us. The bset RIGHT GOODS
builders in this section have bought
Lumber from us and were always Eye Tested and
satisfied with goods and prices.
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
346 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
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RIGHT SERVICE
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C. W. Dtfdf K7,

use knowledge and cafe in the Selection of ingredients which go into
Prescriptions and science in compounding them. In case of sickness
which is more important, that the prescription be filled by a "cheap"
druggist or by a good druggist?

DU

PHONE

NO-- a
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13
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CASE AFTER CASE.

Rheumatic Pains Relieved.
Mr. Thos. Stenton, postmaster

of
Like This In Santa Fe.
Scores of Santa Fe people can tell
you about Doan's Kidney Pills. Many
Developing Stone Quarry
a happy citizen makes a public stateare opening a fine quarry of
Here is a j building stone near Des Moines,
ment of his experience.
case of it. What better proof of merit tnion county.
The vein crops out
can be had than such endorsement?
on the surface and very little stripBenito Romero, San Francisco St., ping is required. The material is
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "I made a a soft gray sandstone, easily dressed
statement for publication some five with hammer and chisel and taking
account a good polish. It conies in layers
years ago in which I gave an
of my suffering from backache, due eighteen Inches thick.
Getting Ready to Produce E. R.
to weak kidneys, and told how Doan's
a
at
of El Paso, Texas, made
Clark
I
which
procured
Kidney Pills,
in
the
mines
Hembrillo
to
the
Strinling and Burrows' drug store,- trip
1 sut.Via flrot- rpllpf.
1..
San Andreas Mountains, this week,
up
frpri frnm nnin neross mv loins and in an automobile. He measured and
on the claims
kidneys for over a year, sometimes, the work done
I would work until noon and tnen on says that they will soon be shipping
account of my kidneys and back would ore.
New Smelter for Socorro The
have to ault for the balance or tne
Socorro
Chieftain says that a new
brought
but
they
tried
i
plasters
day.
or. smelter is assured for Socorro,
it
boxes
Two
me no relief whatever.
Doan's Kidney Pills cured me ana will be built by the
occasions no- Federal Smelting and Refining Comthough I have on a few
the trouble, pany.
of
return
ticed a slight
Sheriff's Sale of Mining Property
this remedy had always brought
satisfactory relief. I can The sheriff of Socorro county will of- call to mind a number of my Menus f(?r for gale at gocorro on May 12, the
who have on my advice, used Doan's pr0l,erty 0f the Hardscrabble Mining
Kidney Pills for kidney complaint Comi,any in tlie uagdalena Mining
and have been made well by them."
District, including the Hardscrabble,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50the A R j.ee, the Belle claims and
Co., Buffalo, th? Tu.tle
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Sl,ringi to Sil,isry a judg-NeYork, sole agents for the United, ment of t7705USi in 1he case ot
States.
.'Louis Itosenzweig, trustee, vs. The
Remember the name Doan's and Hardscrabble Mining Company.
take no other.
MINING FURNISHES
GREATEST TONNAGE
The published volume containing
The New Mexican Printing Comof the proceedings of the Eleventh Anpany has on hand a large supply
school
for
suitable
nual Session of the American Mining
tablets
pads and
work, the desk, and also for lawyers Congress, held at Pittsburg, Pa., last
and merchants; good everywhere. We December, has just been received, and
will sell them at 5 cents In book form. contains many articles of interest to
the mining fraternity. Among the adwas one by Edward
If you have backache and urinary dresses delivered
Railroad
America's
H.
Kid-t,eHarriman,
tioubles you should take Foley's
build
King.
and
Remedy to strengthen
Mr. Harriman gave some interesting
up the kidneys so they will act propthe tonnage ot
erly, as a serious kidney trouble may facts concerning
hauled
showing
railroads,
all
by
freight
druggists.
develop. Sold by
that the crude products of the mines
furnished 53 per cent of the total
JUL.
freight tonnage handled by the railroads of this country during the year
ending June 30, 190G, while the manu-

rontj iioo, Ont., writes: "For the past Plenty
eight years I suffered from rheumatic
pains, and during- that time I used
liiany different liniments and remedies for the cure of rheumatism. Last
summer I procured a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm and got more relief from it than anything I have ever
wed, and cheerfully recommend this
liniment to all sufferer sfrom rheumatic pains." For sale by all
-
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GET TO USING
THE
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Best

They Are The

For all Coughs and Colds,
Diarrhoea, both' in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the

INTERNATIONAL.

These remedies can be found!

For Sale by all Druggists and
Dealers in Medicine

Compounded

Solely, By

y

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central

New Mexico

J FORD MODEL T CARS
ROADSTER

&

TOURING CARS

are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger Roadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
J 'jot) Models.
The wonderful performances of thia car over New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuquc Hill on high gear.
f

Jf you

For Demos iration
call Upon

EARL MAYS,
102 E. Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.

FORD AGENCY

ir

I

n&

NEWQMEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Household EcoCvil and Electrical Engineering and
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

k

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.
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CAUEflTfi HOT SPttlflGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-flv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
'Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of
and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
"Contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
Bar-anc-o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys,; Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing 2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For furtner particulars
address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.M

Ojo Call ante, Taoi County ,N

factured products of the mines fur
nished an additional 11 per cent; so
that the mineral products furnished
for that year 64 per cent of the total
amount of freight carried by the rail
roads.
During the same year the products
of the forests furnished 11 per cent of
the total; agricultural products, 8 per
cent, and manufactures other than
from mine products, 4 per cent; which
comparison brings out very clearly
the overwhelming magnitude of the
mining industry.
Mr. Harriman stated that the Miner
and the Railroad Builder were the
two great advance agencies which
made possible the immense industrial
development which has occurred between the Alleghanies and the Pacific
Coast during the last sixty years.
President Taft, expressed his desire
to assist in every possible way in the
development of mining, stating that
the mining industry had grown to
such proportions that it was deserv
ing of all the assistance which the
government could bestow upon It.
Senator Charles Dick of Ohio, was
another one of the speakers who fully
appreciated the importance and mag
nitude of our country's mining Interests, and in an able address pointed
out the necessity that existed for the
creation of a Bureau of Mines by the
Mr. Dick has been the
government.
champion of this bill in the Senate
for several years.
One of the themes widely discussed
was conservation in mining both as
regards material resources, and that
more important factor human life
the speakers being Carroll D. Wright,
John
of Labor;
of the United
Mitchell,
Mine

Workers,

L.

Thomas

Lewis,

President of the United Mine Workers; Judge George Gray of Delaware;
of the
James R. Garfield,
t
Interior; Congressman W. F.
of California, etc.
Engle-brigh-

"

Federal
Under
Appropriation
Rules E. W. Read of the San Franin Mining
cisco, Cal., bar, writes
Science as follows on Mining Law,

as regards the appropriation under
the federal rules and also those of
the State of Colorado:
The federal statute defining tha
method of discovery and location of
mining claims is not as specific as
the enactments of certain state legislatures in the mining states. The
federal law has left open for solution
by mining districts and states certain
'
questions relative to the actual appropriation of mining lands that have
come to be recognized as state matters entirely, except insofar as they
do not interfere with federal rules.
"The miners of each mining district
may make regulations not in conflict
with the laws of the United States,
or with the laws of the state or territory in which the district Is situated, governing the location, manner of
recording, amount of work necessary
to hold possession of a claim, subject to the following requirements:
The location must be distinctly marked on the ground, so that Its boundaries can be readily traced. All records of mining claims hereafter made
shall contain the name or names of
the locators, the date of the location
and such a description of the claim
or claims as will identify the claim."
To this the Land Office regulations
have added. For instance, Regulation 12 says: "The claimant should
state the names of adjoining claims,
or if none adjoin, the relative posi
.

tions of the nearest claims; Bhould
c'rive a post or erect a monument of
stones at each corner of his surface
ground, 'and at the point of discovery or discovery, shaft should fix a
post, stake or board, upon which
of
should be designated the name
the lode, the name or names of the
locators, the number of feet claimed,
and in which direction from the
All in all, the
point, ot discovery."
federal statutes, together with the

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,
Army Officers
Army Inspector

to-wi-

.

well-define- d

d

main (Tuolumne Co. vs. Maier, 66
Pac. 863). These statements are. subIn
however.
ject to modification,
Erhardt vs. Boaro (commonly called
the "Boaro Case"- - the federal su-p- i
erne court has assumed an attitude
which aids
materially in settling
questions arising between claimants
neither of
of the same property,
made
whom has yet
discovery. The
Boaro case holds that if a miner has
discovered float or scattered rock
implying the existence of the lode or
vein in the immediate vicinity, and
such miner prosecutes his operations
diligently, the miner's inchoate discovery is equivalent to the statutory
discovery and the miner Is entitled to
protection in his possession while
continuing his discovery work.
As shown in the statute hereinbefore quoted, "location" requires the
boundary marks, the location notice
posted at the discovery, boundary
stakes, and the shaft.
The Colorado statute is most specific In the matter of surface boundary stakes. That statute provides
for six posts to mark the surface
boundaries, sunk in the ground, one
at. each corner and one at the center
of each side line, hewed or marked
cn the side or sides in toward the
claim.
The limits of the "location" are
the limitations prescribed by the stat
utes specifically set forth. Since the
passage of the act of May 10, 1872,
the length and width of mining claims
are 1,500 feet .by 600 feet, respectively, subject to the limitations of
the state statutes and prior claims
of other appropriators. In laying off
side and end lines by stakes and surface marks two very essential rules
apply; the end lines of the claim
must be parallel and the claim prop,
er must" be laid off along the course
of the vein. The outcrop must be
within the lines of the claim.
The federal statute requires that
"all records of mining claims hereafter made shall contain the name or

...
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.

E SCHOOLS

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,

Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

unsrrv

us
iicmuiita;

aensf, coiuniioes tnreo
(I) A "Uiocovtry" musu
iicuiauy bo nud uy. tue approprnttor
utioie lie is eutiUed uiiucr tue law
10 locate
nis claim; (Z) "location"
niuot ue maue Sinctiy la compliance
witn tne laws applying in the region
ul tue claims, bom l'eueral and local;
(i) Hie "record" must be perfected,
n is now a maxim of mining law
taut to properly and lawfully appropriate mining land lor mining claim
iirposes an inteni must exist to possess the claim lor such purposes.
Numerous
legal questions have
arisen over tlio construction of the
two elements "discovery" and "location." It is now settled under the
most exacting rule that an actual discovery of the vein or lode must be
made before appropriation is proper.
More than that, the code ot Colorado
requires a "sinking of a discovery
shait to a depth of at least 10 feet
from the lowest part of the rim of
such shaft at the surface, or deeper,
if necessary to show a
crevice." However, the case of Wllle-forvs. Bell (49 Pac. 6) holds that
the discovery is a thing independent
of the discovery shaft, the shaft being an element incident to location.
From the date of discovery, providand
ed subsequent acts of location
record are carried out strictly in compliance with the law, date the appropriation. Prior to discovery the
miner has no title iR the claim save
such
the pedis possessio.
During
time as the miner labors prior to
discovery the laud remains public do-

.

AFIlyan
For particulars and

me mining term "appropriation,''

Six.)

;

'

sea-leve-

in

on Pag
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r
men for college
.on
amount ot open air work, heauu..
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Val!ey the garden
spot of the West at aD elevation of 3,700
sunshine every day, but
feet above
Ittie rain or snow during session,
Eleven Oftlcers.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

well-define- d

(Continued

i'

"A."
Through Acad

Land Office regulations, form a code,
specifically and thoroughly setting
cut directions for proper appropriations. Added to the federal law by
enactment Is the body of decisions,
which has now reached many of the
less definite subjects made uncertain
by the language of the statutes.
As compared with federal
rules,
the Rev. Stat, of Colorado are even
more specific and exacting.
"Location" in that state is effected
by
"sinking a discovery shaft, upon the
lode to the depth of at least 10 feet
fioin the lowest part of the rim ot
such shaft at the surface, or deeper
if necessary to show a
device; by posting at the point of
discovery on the surface a plain sign
or notice containing the name of the
lode, the name of the locator and
the date of discovery; by marking
the surface boundaries of the claim."
Section 411)8 of the Colorado Statute
still further provides:
"Such surface boundaries shall be marked by
six substantial posts, hewed or mark-- (
d on the side or sides which are
in toward the claim, and sunk in the
One at each corner
ground,
and one at the center of each side
line. Where it is practically impossible on account of bedrock to sink
such posts, they may be placed ft a
pile of stones, and where in markof a
ing the surface boundaries
claim any one or more of such posts
shall fall by right upon precipitous
ground, where the proper placing of
it Is impracticable or dangerous to
life and limb, it shall be legal and
valid to place any such post at the
nearest practicable point, suitably
marked to designate the proper
place.

:

NEW MEXICO.

"The Weit Point of the Southwest."

ersity

'at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of tlie World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH ,

J. D. BARNES. Aoent.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE

RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

CLOSSOCvl

527

San Francisco Street

m u Attn

Vlares

anis

Ms

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,

Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.JjfS 'SS
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything

i

H

.

in Our Line.

GREAT SLAUGHTER
FROM
NOW

UNTIL
CLOSE
OUT

.

EVERYTHING

IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS

SUCH AS

Ladies' Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Suits etc.
WILL BE SOLI) BELOW

ADOLF SELIGMAN

COST

PLEASE
CALL
AND
CONVINCE

YOURSELF

DRY GOODS CO.

J

?AGE
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

THE

NATIONAL GUARD AND PA
TRIOTISM.
The Raton Morning Telegram takes
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT INQ COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
the New Mexican to task for advocatFRANK P. 8TURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
ing a strong National Guard organizat.
Editor and President.
tion in New Mexico. It says that the
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER,
people of New Mexico are too busy,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
loo home loving, to be willing to give
- RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
f
Daily, six montns, by mall
any time to unnecessary drills and
I .20
DsJly, per week, by carrier
J. 00 the wearing of brass buttons.
It
year
per
Weekly,
Daily, per montk, by carrier..,. .75
1.00
montns
six
couMexican
because
New
sneers
the
Weekly,
65
Dnlly, per month, by mail
75
7.00 Weekly, per . quarter
pled the idea of patriotism with the
Daily, per year, by nail
willingness of the young men of the
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Territory to prepare themselves for
to
Is
sent
It
Mexico.
New
in
the
defense of home and country from
tho
oldest
is
Mexican
newspaper
New
The
circulation
and
a
has
and
growing
the
in
large
Territory,
firelgn enemies. It maintains that
orery postoffice
Southwest.
of
the
and
when the emergency arises, the men
progressive people
unong the intelligent
of New Mexico will jump to the de.

.
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UNION IS NOT ADVISABLE.
The Commercial Club has refused
: to
enter into negotiations with the
tor cohhuhuuiuu.
Hoard or ira.au
The first advances had been made
U
'
IUC Dual u Ul
i i ciuv
i impression that there was sufficient
Vrnmnmn ovniind on which the two
liuiuea iruiuu nunc, tiuu oo uuc, united body work for the material advancement of the city of Santa Fe.
But the Board of Trade was mistaken. Upon comparison of notes it
was found that each of the two
bodies stood for different ideals and
it was quite natural therefore that
a union on anything like an equal
and satisfactory basis was impracticable. Either of the two organizations would have had to sacrifice too
much of its individuality for that
purpose. There is room and need in
Santa Fe for both, one laying stress
upon civic reform and the other upOn many
on material advancement.
problems and projects, like that of
the Chautauqua movement and even
the erection of a club building, they
can work together and
Quoting from the constitution of
the Commercial Club, it is at once
apparent that it lays its stress upon
civic reform, that it is a fighting orFive of the seven paraganization.
graphs defining its objects are decidedly militant and read:
"To aid and assist in the appointment or nomination and election of
competent and honest citizens of
said county to all public offices
therein, and to oppose by all lawful
means the appointment, nomination
or election of any other person or
persons to any and all such office or
officers.
"To aid and assist in the removal
and lawful restraint of all public officers in this county who have failed,
or may hereafter fail, to perform the
duties of any such office, honestly
and for the best interest of the people of said county.
"To aid and assist in the lawful
and just levy and collection of proper taxes upon the property in said
county lawfully subject to taxation.
"To oppose all unjust and oppressive rates, fixed or charged for the
transportation of persons or property
to, from or within said county.
"To aid, assist and promote the
best interests of said county and a
and
careful and honest collection
expenditure of its public funds, and
to oppose the squandering, by the
payment of exorbitant prices for
services or other appropriation, of
any such fund."
Even a sixth of the seven paragraphs defining the object of the
for it says: "and
Club, is militant
oppose and discourage all business
and business enterprises not of the
WHERE

'".

-

(legitimate) class."
The first paragraph gives four
and a half lines to the objects on
which the Board of Trade and the
"To promote
Club could agree:
relafriendly, social and business
tions between the members of this
Association, and to aid and encourage legitimate business and business
enterprises in this county." They

would also be on common ground in
pursuing the purposes outlined in
the seventh and last paragraph: "To
aid and assist in the opening, maintenance and repairs of good roads
and bridges in said county necessary for the use of the inhabitants

thereof."
', It is
obvious therefore, that

the

an
Commercial Club is primarily
which
tribunal
unofficial
judicial
determines what and who is honest,
what is legitimate, who is competent,
what is lawful, what is just, what is
not oppressive, what is careful, what
is not exorbitant, and having determined that to its own satisfaction,
sometimes upon a fair trial, some
times ex parte, it opposes and combats that, what. It has determined is
dishonest, what Is oppressive, what
Is exorbitant, what Is unlawful, what
Is incompetent, what is illegitimate,
in Its opinion. The Club has done
There
good work in that direction.
is a better political and civic atmosphere In Santa Fe county today on
, account of its work and on account
of the fear of Its militant character-lstics- .
There is room in every community for a civic reform association
and if that civic reform association
proposes to work for Its community
along lines also that build up instead
of tear down, whether it be against
public officials or railroads or prop-

erty owners not returning a true
assessment, then there is so much
gained for the town. As long as
the Club does not use its power to
further personal or party ends, as
long as It attacks no one unjustly or
out of selfish bias, that lonar it is
deserving of the support of every

their hearthstones without
fooling away time in National Guard
fense

J

of

This sounds
business man and of every property Armories beforehand.
much like anarchy, or-aowner.
, , j dangerously
But there is also room in Santa Fe least .extreme socialism. There is no
for a Board of Trade that carefjBlljf. better
tllseipline for the young men
avoids doing the very things that
the Commercial Club lays the stress than that afforded by membership in
upon in enumerating ithe objects for the National Guard. There are thouWhich it exists.
The members
sands of young men In New, Mexico
the Board of Trade are individually who
apparently have time to loaf
opposed, or should be opposed, to all
manner of or form of graft or wrong- around street corners, or in saloons,
doing, but collectively they are will- or in even more disreputable places,
ing to let it to civic reform associa- and it would be no waste of time on
tions to keep the public conscience
an exhibition
awake and to the duly constituted au- their par and certainly
thorities to determine what is lawful, of patriotism, if they attend drill at
what is not oppressive, what is not the National Guard Armory instead.
exorbitant, what is competent, what It would be for their moral, their menis legitimate, what Is lawful, and who
The
is honest, and to punish those who tal and their physical uplift.
are not. It does not seek war, it National Guard Armory should bear
rather seeks to promote peace; it the same relation to the community's
does not want to arouse dissension
young men as does the Athletic Club
but rather smooth over differences,
its objects are solely the bringing to- and the Young Men's Christian Assogether into harmony the property ciation. Nor must it he forgotten that
and business interests so that united- with the best of intentions, the volunly they may work to bring to Santa teer emergency soldier who has had
Fe new industries and new enter- no drill, no training, is no match for
prises, to induce people to locate the trained modern army and must
here, to encourace the building of give invaluable time, in case he is
homes; to beautify the city by plant- drafted, to hard drill and to dispiriting trees; to extend aid to those who ing work of preparation when he
will give employment to the city's ought to be out in the field. A trained
unemployed or will develop the city's National Guard, in case of war, will
many resources. It desires to en- mean that less lives are lost and that
courage railroad building and the a campaign will be fought
much
betterment of the service of such
to a successful
conclusion,
quicker
railroads as already enter the town. than if dependence is' placed
entirely
In short, everything that tends toupon untrained volunteer soldiers.
ward the material upbuilding of the
city it seeks to encourage, help and
A SANE FOURTH OF JULY.
foster; whatever might tend to
Fe has its advocates of a
Santa
cause friction, to divide the people
safe
and quiet Fourth of July
irto factions, or cause them to take sane,
In fact, the city council
celebration.
sides bitterly fighting each other, it
for the past few years
and
mayor
not only discourages, but carefully
have sought to enforce at the last minavoids altogether.
a prohibition against fireworks
ute
There is nothing in these objects
This year they
of the Board of Trade which the and firecrackers.
do like the big city of Cleveshould
Commercial
Club could not and
would not help. The New Mexican land, and adopt an ordinance in good
is convinced that the Commercial time so that merchants may guide
Club is not only willing but desirous themselves thereby. That no time
to
with the Board of need be lost in drafting an'" effective
Trade in all definite projects for the ordinance, the New Mexican herewith
upbuilding of the material welfare of reprints the brief but well worded
the city. It is well for the city that Cleveland ordinance:
"No person shall fire any cannon,
both organizations exist,
working
have
the
lines
rifle, pistol, toy pistol, or firegun,
earnestly along
they
chosen for themselves, and it is now arm of any kind, or fire or explode
convinced that it would be a misfor- any squib, rocket, cracker or Roman
firetune for the city if the two were to candle, or other combustible
merge, seeking to unite what cannot works, or make use of any sling,
be well united, or seeking to cover within the city.
a field which it takes two organiza"No person, firm or corporation
tions and not merely one to cover. shall, within the city, sell, offer for
Both will continue to accomplish sale, or have in his or its possession
good and both are worthy of the sup- oi custody any toy pistol, squib, rocket,
port of earnest, thoughtful and pa- cracker, or Roman candle, or fire baltriotic citizens.
loon, or other combustible fireworks,
The Commercial Club was organ- or
any article for the paking of a
ized by citizens for the protection of
Provided that
display.
pyrotechnic
their civic interests mainly and for
shall
contained
in
section
this
nothing
growth and expansion incidentally; be construed as to
the Board
prohibit
the Board of Trade stands solely for
of Public Service from giving
growth and expansion, and therefore
displays of fireworks in the
there is no clash of interests hut
whenever said board is
public
parks
merely divergence, no need for anithereunto
directed
by resolution of
mosity but every reason for
Council.
"Any person violating any of the
.
.
.
shall, on convicprovisions
BUT FEW CHANGES IN TARIFF.
fined in any sum not
be
tion
thereof,
Do not let worry over the tariff bill
dollars ($100),
interfere with the progress and pros- exceeding one hundred
or imprisoned in the workhouse not
perity of Santa Fe. How little there
is really to worry about the tariff is exceeding thirty days, or both, at the
discretion of the court."
apparent from the following editorial
in the Denver Republican:
The Belen brick kilns have sold
"There are about 4,000 items in the within
the past ten days 30,000 brick,
existing tariff law and the Payne hill which shows that Belen is growing
now before Congress undertakes to
some, is building many new homes
change about 200 of them all told,
and stores and also indicates that the
"Only ,a few, of the, proposed
business at Belen is.
changes are really very important and profitable.
The making of brick
in some at least of these it is quite should also be profitable at Santa Fe.
certain that the Senate will prefer the The Penitentiary can not begin to
duties fixed by' the Dingley law and furnish all the brick it might sell and
which have "served their purpose ad- there is ample room for private entermirably for eleven years, to the prise. Santa Fe has in its vicinity
changes proposed by the House com- the most excellent brick clay and its
mittee on ways and means.
shipping facilities, on account of its
"The debate In the House up to date three independent railroad lines, are
has unquestionably Increased- - the the best In the Territory.
number of observant people through
out the country who believe that it
Frank Weaver of Hardin, Colorado,
would have been better to let the writes that he will bring one hundred
tariff alone at this time.
families to Deming this fall to take up
"After eighteen months of compara- land In the Mimbres valley. It is only
tive business" stagnation following the one of a thousand instances which inpanic of October, 1907, the interests dicate how the public lands in New
and industries of the country want a Mexico will be settled upon during
chance to recuperate and they don't the next few
years until not an acre
want a lot of new tariff problems will remain unreclaimed. With farmers
added to their troubles.
taking up the soil to the east and to
"The Dingley tariff didn't prevent the south and to the north,
they will
the country from enjoying the great- soon close the cordon around the capest prosperity
has ever known in ital city and contribute to its growth
the past decade and nobody accuses it and prosperity.
of having brought on the speculator's
panic of 1907.
"The
Says the Wlllard Record:
"The country could get along for sights of quaint old Santa Fe are betanother decade most happily without ter than a show any day." Right you
a single change in the existing tariff are, and as soon as the- - eighty miland it would be far from a public lion people of the United States
calamity if Congress should adjourn learn this fact, tjhe old town wiy
without making an alteration in an'y have to build a dozen tent cities to
accommodate the tourists.
of its schedules."
t
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Healing Salve for Burns, Chapped
Hands and Sore Nipples.
As a healiDg salve for burns, sores,
MASbNIC.
sore nippies
and chapped hands
Montezuma Lodge No. Chamberlain's Salve is most excel1, A. F. & A. M. Relent. It allays the pain of a burn
communication almost
gular
instantly, and unless the infirst Monday of each
is
very severe, heals the parts
at
Masonic jury
'n month
without
leaving a scar. Price, 25
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
cents. For sale by all druggists.
5
&
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

FRmiiliL

SOCIETIES

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

THE
Mm
The oldest

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T.
3
Regular conclave
fourth
$0Q!&.
Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

nt

'"

'..
H. F. STEPHENS,' E. C.

1909.

GRAMMAR LESSONS
Given Either in

- SPANISH

OR

GERMAN-RAYMO-

ND

HAACKE
Nusbaums Washington Ave.
or care New Mexican.

FIRST

PTIOPL
I A NT A

OF

inklnf Institution

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vlco

BAfdI

FE.

Established

In New Mexico,

RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.

In

1171

JOHN H, VAUGHN, Cashier.

President

ALFRED

H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.
.

f

i

PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection NO.
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEEL-ON32nd,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,

l

14th

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
T. P. GABLE,
and welcome.
. Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

Any lady reader of this paper will
"
receive, on request, a clever
Coffee Strainer Coupon privilege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Ir. is silver-plated- ,
very pretty, and
positively prevents all dripping of tea
or coffee. The doctor sends it, with
his new free book on "Health Ceffee"
simply to introduce this clever substitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee is gaining its great popularity because of: first, its exquisite
taste and flavor; second, its absolute
hcalthf ulness; third, its economy
1
lb., 23c; fourth, it convenience.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling.
"Made in a minute," says Dr. Shoop.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
"No-Drip-

2

surprise.

13,

1,

M.

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
'
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary. '

7:30 p.

APRIL

Surplus and

Capital Stock, 1150,000.

undivided Profits, 113,601,

Transacts a aentrsl banking business in all Ita branches.
Loana
money on the moat favorable terma on all klnis of personal and
col-lat--

security. Buys and sella bonda and

atocka In all

Ita customers.. Buya and sella domestic and

J

markets far

foreign exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terma ac ara given by any money transmitting
agency, puW'c or rlvate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rata
of three par cent per annum, on alx months' or
year'a time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
ixecutes all orders ov Its patrons In ha banking line, and alma ta
xtenJ t thms aa ,lbrcl treatment In all respecte, as la consistent
with safety and the principles ef sound banking. Safety dopoelt boxes
for rent Tns pvtromge of the publ'c In reepectfu'ly solicited.
4

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

!

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING!
1M Palace Avenue.

Elks' Hall.

Telephone

142.

Night

162

House

Co.

Cartright-Davi- s

The New Mexican cah do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again.
We have all the facilities for turning
out every class of work, including one
of the best binderies in the West.
-

Chamberlain's Has the Preference.
Mr. Fred C. Hanrahan, a prominent
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says:
"For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrheoa Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the
best patent medicines on the market.
I handle
some others for the same
purposes that pay me a larger profit,
but this remedy is so sure to effect a
cure, and my customer so certain to
appreciate my recommending it to
him, that I give it the preference."
For sale by all druggists.

THE PALME HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN,' Pf opt.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
o

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

Washington Avenue
,

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

pyro-technic-

brick-makin-

g

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 0401.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land OfHce,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Ienacio
Trujillo of Coyote, N. M., who, on
August 6, 1900, made homestead entry No. 9744, for S.
of N. E.
and N.
of S. E.
of Section C.
Township 22 N., Range 3 E., N. M.,
has niea notice of intention to make
r
final
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the probate clerk at TIerra Amarilla,
N. M., on April 20, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Nes
tor Martinez and Juan Mamel Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 4

Postal Telegraph Office

Commodious Sample locm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

five-yea-

For Constipation.
Mr. L. H. Farnham. a prominent
druggist of Spirit Lake, Iowa, says:
' Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Ttiblets are certainly the best thine
on the market for constipation." Give
these tablets a trial. You are certain
to find them agreeable and pleasant
ir. effect. Price, 25 cents. Samples
fvee. . For sale by all druggists.

FRESH EGGS
CEEAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

IN CONNECTION'

FftESB THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

Runs on the European Planl

CORONADO
G. Lupe

HerrerQgp

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION,
Short Order & Spanish
Dishei Speciality.

Electric Light, Hot and
Gold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

it

FOR THE SICK

DR. DIAZ

8AN,,Jg.'?uc5

SANTA FE, N. M.

$16 and up per week.

HOTEL

RATES 60c. Up.

KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES

A 'Aflh riuluMo

T

AND FBAMIKG

DEVELOPING-PRINTfNWe Mike a
r
AND ENLARGING.
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt attention.
Send for Catalogue'
G

,

f

HCWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
-610 8. Broadway, Laa Angelas, Call

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

TUESDAY, APRIL 13, 1909.

W. S. DAVIS

N.

Prot'dcnt,

A

PERRY, Vlc

(PERSONALIS)

Prttident

Cashier

C. H. BOVVLDS,

j

f

Capital Stock

$50,000.
UNITED

STATES

BANK AND

TRUST GO.

1

J
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IMPLEMENTS

Assortment
-- OF MILLINERY
ALSO NECKWEAR

For the town lot or the
thousand acre ranch hose,
rakes, forks, spades, garden cultivators, orchard
harrows, double shovels,
plows (pony to the finest 14
inch steel beam) 60 tooth
harrows, planters cultivators discs.

AT

MISS A MUGLER.
SOUTHEAST

-- The

ace.
Ra-- .

Attorney Jeremiah Leahy of
ton, was a visitor in Las Vegas

FE, N. U.

HIES

THE

T. M. Wood, a Denver
traveling
man, is stopping at the Claire.
Julian Fox, a St. Louis traveling
man, is stopping at the Palace.
J, Orackman, a New York traveling man, is stopping nt the Claire.
O. W. Alexander, the
automobile
man, is in Albuquerque on business.
G. J. Kohn, who travels out of Chi
cago, is in town. He is at the Palace.
Manue Greenbaum, traveling out of
Albuquerque, is registered at the Pal-

SANTA"

CORNER PLAZA

Man- -

Tie Celetatfi Avarv Line
Unexcelled for quality.
Unequalled for price.
k)JuEj U .Vol' M INKY..

yes-

terday.
Who Looks Ahead
F. Johnson, a traveling man of
N the fellow who protects
Greenfield, Illinois, is in town. He is
hi,i savings with a good Fire
at the Palace.
Insurance policy. He feels
Mrs. F. E. Nudlng is visiting her
secure when his buildings
parents, Mr. and Mra. W. H. Ht.lin at
are curling up in smoke.
Albuquerque.
.DEPOSIT your money with the hank thnt tnkes?
j
Thomas De Lallo, a merchant ot
care of its customers nt all times. We want your;
will
is in town on business. He
receive;
Cerrlllos,
yon
assurance
that
hnstnosn with the
Pec-- :
is at the Claire.
.
fair treatment. The growtho our business since
It will pay YOTj to proK. R. Larkin of Las Vegas,' repretect your property in like
at:.e at your service.
senting a school book concern," is in
manner. A policy in a good
Santa Fe today.
company is" what you want.
J. C. Massey, traveling out of Chi- Ask us.
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.
cago, is calling upon local merchants.
GEO. M. KINSELL
He is at the Palace.
DIRECTORS
249 San Francisco St
L. T. Hardy, flour mill owner of
UUGLING
N.B.
i
N. A. PERRY
is in the city on business. He
A.J.GREEN
C. H. BOWLDS
is stopping at the Palace.
R. H.HANNA.
H. S. REED
Enrique Gonzales, a merchant of
Taos, is in the city on business. He j
'
is stopping at the Claire.
Santa Fe to Bernalillo in less than
Charles Smith, traveling man out ot three hours on their way here, which
Coshocton, Ohio, is in town soliciting is considered fairly good time, conbusiness. He is at the Palace.
After a short
sidering the roads.
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector stop in Bernalillo, they will return
PICTURE
Frank Crandall was in Albuquerque to Santa Fe and expect to arrive
in time for supper this
j there
yesterday on official business.
H. O. Snyder, a traveling man out
of Albuquerque, is at the Claire, hav'arrived on the noon train.
ing
i
ft
i
i
(Continued On Page Eight.)
J. H. Coons, an insurance agent
who travels out of Pueblo, was a noon
SHIP-M- E
I
arrival today. He is at the Claire.
The Swine or the Flower?
'
N
Mrs. Leo Hersch has been confined
Ah me! I saw a huge and loathsome sty,
to her home for a number of days Wherein a drove of wallowing swine
were barred,
suffering with a very severe cold.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero Whose banquet shocked the nostril and
'
CALL AND SEE THEM
the eye;
of Las Vegas, passed through Santa
Fe yesterday on his way to Estancia. Then spoke a voice, "Behold the source
of lard!"
J. Linde, a traveling man, is- in
I fled, and saw a field that seemed at first
a
the city representing
St. Louis One
glistening mass of roses pure and
Phone lOl dry goods firm. He is at the Claire.' j
HOUSE FURNISHERS AND UNDERTAKERS
white,
.V.L?o. Hersch, the grain merchant, is' With dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage
"
nursed;
7
again" at his store having been ill
several .days with an attack of grip.' And, as I lingered o'er the lovely sight,r
cooled that
S. ; H. Kimbler, traveling mart ; of The summer breeze, that
Southern scene,
Kansas City, is in town calling on
" Behold the source of
local trade. He is stopping at the Whispered,
COTTOLENE!"
Claire.
j
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Dr. James A. Rolls returned last
j night from
Las Vegas having safely;
Denver Colorado.
placed Gabriel B. Popjn.the asylum
at that place.
A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
Superintendent of Public Insurance Jacobo Chaves and Mrs. Chaves
left last evening for a visit to their
home at Los Lunas.
j
Mrs, Mathilda Coxe Stevenn arA JVL BERGEREv
New
rived in Santa Fe yesterday from
Catron Block
THIRD SEASON
Santa Fe, N. M.
She will remain in the
Espanola.
a
week
or
ten
of the
city
days.
Dr. T. A. McCarthy, federal sheep
GREATEST SHOW
inspector has returned from a ten
InnTheCity
days' tour of inspection
through
northern New Mexico and southern A Handsome Souvenier will be
Colorado.
j
given to every lady present
R. L. Douthitt left last night with1
10 cents
Admission
his children for Mayview, Missouri,
20
Reserved
cents
Seats
where he will leave the children in
7:30
at
Show
8:30.
and
Evening
the keeping of his brother, returning
thence to Santa Fe.
A. Staab of this city, yesterday visited his daughter, Mrs. Max Nord- haus at Las Vegas. Mr. Nordhaus
returned at the same time from a
business trip to Mexico.

SANTA FE, N. M.
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JUST EECEIVED A NEW
T IN TAPESTRY, BRUSSELLS

No poultry fence made
equals it. We have 'a laree
stock, its reasonable, and WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
We Sell China, Glass, and
Queensware, Furniture,
Paints, Oils, Colors, Glass, Wall Finish and Wall
Paper, Alabastine, Muresco Harness and Saddlery,
Tents and Camp equipment, Pumps,. Pipe and
Fittings, Roofing, Spouting.
We do Plumbing, Roofing Spouting, Tinwork;
Stove aud Range Repairing and General Jobbing
Leave Your Orders for Screen Doors and Windows
Painting and Paparing We have the Goods and we
send a competent workman to do the job Home
Men, whom you know.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

AND AXMINSTERS

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

v

Mail Order Solicited.

-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

!

GREATLY AMUSES

PRICES

THE

FROM

;

j

OPERA

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

Monday Evening

Mens Hats

Spring

J n All

the New Shades

'

us.

Styles

Adjutant General R.
tain A. S. Brookes, U.

1

ii

n ilaiTl

'

DREDGING"

g,

MRS. L. A. HARVEY,

Santa PeN. M.

Father Albert Daeger,

who

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER

FORNirOnE

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS

PAINTING &
REPAIRING'

ALL KINDS & STYLES

110 Guadalupe
'
St.

Smoked Halibut
Whale Codfish,

dis-

"Charles C. Catron,
accompanied
by E. W. Mays, both of Santa Fe, left
for their homes in the Ancient City
this afternoon in their Ford touring
car, in which they came to this city
yesterday morning. Mr. Catron stated that they made the trip ' from

J

now possible to bring the greatest singers of
the age, the grand opera, tbeatre or vaudeville staga
to your center table.

T

he Racket Stor'
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO-

-

PRICK STORK

new music

arriving every
Week

O.

Salt Mackerel

C WATSON

& COMPANY?

Kippered Herring

Rolled Herricg with Pickles
Spiced HerriDg
AMERICAN CREAM'
ROQUEFORT & IMPORTED SWISS CHEESE

A

Clams

Lobsters
N Salsa Para
Shrimps
Soft Shelled Crabs
N

E
D

DeviledDr-ib-

NSURANCE
YOU WANT THE

Salmon
Clam Juica

Sardines

!.

Sold by Druggists, price 75c. 7
Take-Hall'Family Pills for
'

It is

Holland Herring

c

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take Internal remedies'. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians in this
country for years and Is a regular prescription. It Is composed of the best,
tonics known, combined with the best;
blood purifiers, acting directly on
surfaces. The perfect combination of the two Ingredients Is what
produces such wonderful
results in
caring Catarrh. Send for testimonials
free.
77
CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.

WHY THAT IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL"

SUPPLIES

had been taken after the storm.
Citizen:
Says the Albuquerque

j.

"what an improvement over

THE ORIGINAL OLD MACHINES,

For Lenten

trict north of Albuquerque, is reported
to be convalescent at Saint Joseph's ,
Hospital at Albuquerque to which he

F.

NEW VICTOR PHONOGRAPH that is now being
shown at
RACKET STORE" And when their
amazement is over they further exclaim

sco.

BEST-W- E

FURNISH IT

When you buy INSURANCE, you
cannot afford to make it a matter
of

sentiment.

s

Crab Meat
Chile and Beans
Anchovie Paste
Mackerel in tomato

sauce
Shedded codfish

s

i--

that is the real thing you can't tell it
from the actual human voice; That's what
people say every day, upon hearing the

SUGGESTIONS

traded a case of pneumonia, during

j

the REAL VICTOR

SOME

con-- ,

the recent blizzard in the Cochiti

charges.

THK ONE

Claire,.
,

ii

WHERE
Buy here
and save express

FAMILY

THE LEADING

Major V. C. Brown of Fort Wingate,
were in Las Vegas yesterday where
they inspected Troop A of the National Guard. They returned here
this forenoon but left again this afternoon for Roswell.
A. Hixenbaugh, sheriff of Colfax
county, arrived in town yesterday
with six prisoners for the penitentiary. He was assisted by Deputies
F. M. Codlin aud Fred Rohr. All are
of Raton and are stopping at the

Dredging is the very cream of the mining business. It is the process that has opened up the treasure vaults of nature, which could
not be rifled in any other way the treasures that heretofore havt
been held securely ? under water and makes avaliable Immense
amounts of gold that have never before been available.
Van Wagenen, in his "Manual of Hydraulic Mining" says: '
"Hydraulic (dredging or placer) mining presents few:r risks and
more certainties than any other department of mining, other things
being equal. It is simply a question of moving gravel or soil from
one place to another, Given, therefore, in addition to an abundance
of water to move and wash the gravel, ample space to deposit it
again after it has been washed and the problem of obtaining a
profit has been reduced to a rcinimum. As an example, the gold
bearing veins of the "Western United States have an average value
of about $40 per ton of quartz extracted, which $10 can be mined,
transported to mill, treated,. refined and sold at a gross cost of
about $8 a ton, or 80 per cent. The same gold vein, after passing
through the laboratory of nature will consist of a gravel ;bed
worth about 20 cents per ton, which 20 cents may be secured and
marketed at a cost of not over 5 cents, or 25 per cent.
"Other things being equal, therefore, Hydraulic -- mining --presents
three times the chance for profit that is found in gold quartz mln-lnand one-thir- d
the risk," witn the additional advantage that the
extent and richness of the gravel bed may be completely studied
and ascertained before working it, and at slight cost, while vein
mining is from fiit to last mow or less of an experiment' "and a
chance.
The records of mining show that over 75 per cent of all
the gold mined has been derived from working gravel beds."
'..
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$10.00
SAME

PRICE EVERY-

FOR OLDER HEADS
OF

RANGE

$300.00-

AND AN EDUCATOR

APRIL 12th

Mexico

Manager for

HOUSE

CHILDREN

H. S. KAUNE & GO.
THOSE 28.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Bindinj
Printing Comnan?.

mH on the 7&w Mexican

Drink ,

DoU

t

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

CCHE
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Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No.

124

arriving

in Dawson, N.

vs.

The Consolidated Mininz & Smelting
Company, et al., Defendants.
Notice is hereby sven tnat the undersigned, heretofore appointed Special Master, under and by virtue of
the decree of foreclosure rendered in
the District Court of the First Judicial District of the Territory of New
Mexico, within and for the County of
Santa Fe, entered on the 7th day of
cause
January, A. D., 1909, in that
Thomas K. D. Maddison is
plaintiff and The Consolidated Mining
& Smelting Company, et ai., aie
the
will, on Wednesday,
of
hour
the
at
1909,
14th day of April,
door of
2 o'clock p. ni., at the front
the court house, in the City of Santa
Vo
Santa Fe County, New Mexico,
sell at public auction to the highest
accord-fineand best bidder for cash, in
w ith the said decree, the follow
ing described property,
All that mining and smemng propSanta
erty located at Los Cerrillos,
constituting
Mexico,
tt rn,mt Mgw
a smelter,' and also the following
mines or mining claims locaieo. m
said Cerrillos Mining District, in said
The Tom
County and Territory:
Golden
The
Payne Mining Claim,
MinSukie
The
Claim,
Eagle Mining
Jr.
Mining
ing Claim, The Sukie,
and
Claim, The Albany Mining Claim,
The Santiago Mining Claim, together
with all improvements theron; also
acres of land, more or less,
thirty-fiv- e
in the southeast quarter of Section 18,
8 East.
Township 14 North, Range
ofAlso two dwelling houses, one
desks,
fice and assay building, safe,
chairs, stoves, scales and assayer's
with
one bin house
implements;
moone
one elevator,
crusher,
one
horse-poweroller,
15
tor,
one screen, 3 feet
one crusher,
one
by 10; two sampling machines;
chain elevator; one engine, 30 horsehorse-power- ;
power; two boilers, CO
with enone
heater
one feed pump;
one
horse-poweone
blower;
75
gine,
shovels,
dynamo; one force pump;
picks, steel bars, tools, electric suplead furnace; one
plies; one 100-tosetcopper funace; slag pots,
wheelbarbullion
moulds,
tling pots,
row's; steam, water and air pipe; slag
elevator building; one motor, 15
horse-poweblacksmith's shop and
matte house, blacksmith tools, anvil,
bellows, crusher; motor, 15 horsepower; reverbatory furnace building;
reverbatory furnace, 72 by 20; lime
iron
kiln; dust flume with
stack; one railroad scales, one wagon
scale, and three platform scales; one
stone water tank and cooler;' two
iron water tanks; water pipe connecting with town water works; also pipe
line connecting with spring on
mile in
property about one-havarious
also
one
frame
barn;
length;
mining machinery and improvements
located on above named mining claims
and the property of said The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Company.
It being intended to sell all of the
property belonging to the defendant,
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Company, of whatever kind or character, save and except such property as
was by the decree of foreclosure rendered In the above cause found by the
Court and decreed to belong to the
Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and reference to said decree is hereby made for a description
of said property belonging to said
'
Bank.
Said property will be sold at the
time and place aforesaid, for the purpose of satisfying the said plaintiff
and the owners or holders of the
bonds and coupons of said defendant,
The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
Company, outstanding, amounting to
the sum of two hundred and sixty-si- x
and
dollars
thousand
($266,000),
which said sum, together with interest thereon at the rate of six per cent
per annum from the date of said decree until paid, was decreed to be a
first lien upon the property hereinbefore described, together with the
costs herein to be taxed, and other al
and disburseexpenses
lowances,
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
the Court; and the undersigned Special Master, for the. purpose of satisfying said decree, and by virtue of the
authority vested in him, will, at the
time and place in this Notice specified offer for sale and sell at nublic
auction to the highest bidder for cash,
in accordance with the terms of said
decree, the said real and personal

reg-u'atio-

GLEANINGS BY

A PERIPATETIC PEN
Hot Chocolate That Wasn't on the
Card Sunday evening when the local

photographer

B.

J, DEDMAN,

Superintendent
RATON,

N

M.

W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
V- Pres. and Gen MgrGen- Pass- - Agent
RATON. N. M- RATON, N, M.
-

-
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Going

-

EI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 10:45 A. itt.
Be, in El Paso at 5:3.0 P. JH.

I
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
the New Mexico. Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
have occasion to go El Paso.
V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

Direct Route
TO

14-3-

14-2-

r;

10-1-

30-to- n

r;

DENVER

&

II

GRANDE

The old fashioned way of dosing a
weak stomach, or stimulating the
heart or kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop first pointed out this error.
This is why his , prescription Dr.
Snoop's Restorative is directed entirely to the cause of these ailments,
the weak inside or controlling nerves.
It isn't so difficult, says Dr. Shoop,
to strengthen a weak stomach, heart
cr kidneys, it one goes at it correctly.
Each inside organ has its controling
or Inside nerve. When these nerves
fail then those organs must surely
falter. These vital truths are leading druggists everywhere to dispense
and recommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Test it a few days, and see!
Improvement will promptly and surely
follow. Sold by Stripling, Burrows &

Wil-liso-

lt

RIM

Through the f;rtilel San Luis! valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information ai to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call on or address.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Gonzales,

ft

German American
Savings Bank
Spring and Fourth Streets

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Los Angeles, Cal.

NOTICE.
:

Palace.
F. B.
D.. R. Harkey, Carlsbad;
Moore, Hamlin, Texas; A. H. Heyn,
Albuquerque; R. R. Larkin. Las Vegas; D. J. Herron, Las Vegas; Charles
Smith, Coshocton, Ohio; L. T. Hardy,
Espanola; Julian Fox, St. Louis;
Manuel Greenbaum, Albuquerque; G.
J. Kohn, Chicago; J. C. Massey, Chicago; F. Johnson, Greenfield, 111.

Claire.
Enrique Gonzales; Taos; Reverend
A.
Reverend
A. Cellier, Springer;
Rabeyrolle, Lag Vegas; Reverend M.
Olier, Watrous; Reverend G. P. Moog,
San Miguel; Reverend E. Paulhan,
Pecos; A. Hixenbaugh, Raton; F. M.
Codlin, Fred Rohr, Raton; Thomas
De Lallo, Cerrillos; F. 8. Davis, Trinidad; S. H. Kimbler, Kansas City: J.
Linde, St. Louis; J. Brackman, New
York; D. Gileynold, San Francisco.
Coronado.
F. N. Thompson, C. K. King, Las
Cruces; Felipe L. Mares, Albino Mon-tanAbel Narvaez, Frank Valencia,
Cerrillos; Veltano Anaya, Jose Abel
Anaya, Galisteo; H. Haggart and wife,
Sparks; G. Shillinglaw, Las
Vegas.-Normandi-

Advertisement for bids for the construction of a court house at Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Sealed bids for the furnishing and
delivery of the necessary materials
and labor required for the construction of a Court House at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, in strict accordance with
plans, specifications and instructions
to bidders, which may be examined at
the office of the probate clerk and
recorder of the County of
Santa Fe, or by calling upon 1. H. Rapp
Arcneci, santa 'e, New Mexico, will
be received by the Board of County
Commissioners of the County of Santa Fe until noon on the 30th day of
April, 1909. The contract for the construction of said Court House will be
let to the lowest responsible bidder,
but the right to reject any or all of
said bids is hereby reserved. Said
sealed bids will be addressed to I.
Sparks, Chairman of the Board of
County Commissioners, iSanta Fe, N.
io

M.

By order of the Board of County
Commissioners of the County of Santa Fe.
Attest: GEO. W. ARMIJO, "
(Seal)
clerk.
,

A Cheap Trip
vaiiiuiiiki

No. 6457.

Kong, Mrs. Paz.
.Lusero, Dominga.
Lucero, Nicolas.
Marcarenas--, Mirgarito.
Montoya, Mrs. Amalia.
Malton, Mr1, Robert.
Ortega, Miss Beatrice.
Ojar, Francisco.
Ortiz, iMiss Lionar.
.

Pear, Mr.. D.
Polk, Chas. (2)
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Ramirez, Gregorio.
Sanches, Esquio.
;
Selacie, Bannie.
Vigil, Miss Efee.
Vigil, Mr. Toribio.
In calling for these letters pleas

M.

April 5, 1909.
'
Notice is hereby given that Celes-tinGonzales of Cdrwles, N. M., who,
on March 11th, 1904, made Homestead
Section
Entry No. 7842, for NW
27, Township 17 N., Range 12 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof to-- establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
10th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roibal, Emilio Gonzales,
Prudencio Gonzales, Trinidad Apo-dacall of Cowles, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
o

tat

whether "advertised" or not
FRANK W. SHEARON.

1--

.

to almost any part of California
or the northwest, while to many
intermediate points the fare will
be no more than that.
These tickets accepted in tourist
sleepers on payment of Pullman

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
iola Taylor Johnson, Plaintiff.
:'

Postmaster.

Mr. F. G. Fritts, Oneonta, N. Y.,
writes: "My little girl was greatly
benefited by taking Foley's Orino
and I think It is the best rem-erfor constipation and liver trouble.'" Foley's Orino Laxative is best

Lax-ativ- e,
y

for women and children, as it is mild,
pleasant an deffectlve, and is a splendid spring medicine, as it cleanses
the system and clears the complexion.
Sold by all druggists.

i

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican want "ad,"

until

One Way
Colonist Ticket
for $25.00

druggists.

Jay, Mr. Gilbert.
Gardner, Mr.
Hart, Dennes.

.

Mexi-

Address Department

;

Notice for Publication.

Subscribe for the Dally New
can and get the newt.

It gives you valuable information about this Bank, its strength,
careiul methods, and the classes of accounts you may open here.
This Booklet is free. Just drop us a Postal Card and the Booklet
will reach you by return mail.

R. E. Johnson, Colorado Springs, F.
S. King, Colorado Springs; Mrs. P.
Martinez, Raton; C. H. Ingraham, La

LETTER LIST.

a,

S K. HOOPER, G. P.

;

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. Harpe, 111.; Silviano Roibal, Chamita;
M
for week ending April 12, 1909. J. F. Quinan, New York.
If not called for within two weeks
to
People past middle life usually have
they will be sent to the dead letter
some
or
disorder
bladder
that
kidney
is possible now and
office, at Washington:
saps the vitality, which is naturally
Baca, Rafael.
lower in old age.
April 30, 1909.
Foley's Kidney
By (?) Mr. George.
Remedy corrects urinary troubles, Until then you can buy a
Bell, Mr. E. C.
stimulates the kidneys, and restores
Bick, Mr. Geo.
strength and vigor. It cures uric acid
Cumequier, Anriques.
troubles by strengthening the kidneys
'
D.
Bidal.
Duran, Sr.,
so they will strain out the uric acid
Diego, Mr. San.
that
settles in the muscles and joints
LaDassor, Miss Blanch.
rheumatism. Sold by all
causing
Bicente.

F. J. OTERO,
Special Master.

(Homestead Entry No. 7842.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N.

Yes, this Bank has more than 24,000 Depositors and their number is growing daily.
People living in Arizona, New Mexico,
Nevada, and in many Southern California
Towns outside Los Angeles thousands of
them are regular Depositors here.
We make it easy to bank by mail, to deposit or withdraw funds just as easy as if
you visited the Bank in person.
You can open a Savings Account at four
per cent interest, or a Checking Account at
three per cent interest either or both, BY
MAIL. Write for our Booklet.

Co.

property.

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

re-

Craycraft,

-

90-to-

-

A. B.

turned home from an automobile trip
to Pajarito Park with four others, he
decided that a light lunch would not
he out of the way, so the party went
to a local
restaurant.
Crajjcraft
complained about feeling rather 'chilly, so ordered a cup of hot cocoa.
When it was brought he tasted it,
Altaking quite a large mouthful.
most at the same time he let out a
yell and called for the waiter. "Do
you call that stuff cocoa?" he asked
the astonished waiter.
The waiter
informed him that it certainly must
be as that is what he had told the
cook to prepare.
He then went back
lo the kitchen to investigate. When
he returned a broad smile illumined
inhis countenance and he politely
formed Craycraft that the cook had
made a slight mistake. By error the
cook had gotten hold of the can containing, not cocoa, but chili and with
this stuff he had prepared what he
considered a tempting drink. Craycraft hearing this soon- understood
why his mouth burned so terribly and
declares now that after this when
he orders cocoa, he intends to bring
along an official taster. After the
incident he no longer complained of
being "chilly."

n

8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
Connects with E. P.
.re f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. & 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
st S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches ds Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

From Page Three.)

names of the locators, the date of
location, and such a description of
the claim or claims located by reference to some natural object or perm-aiiemonument as will Identify the
claim." To this the Land Office
have added: "The claimant
should state the names of adjoining
claims, or, if none adjoin, the Illative positions of the nearest claims,
it being essential that the location
r.ctice filed for record, In addition to
the foregoing
should
description,
state whether the entire claim of
1.500 feet is taken on' one side of the
point of discovery or whether it is
partly upon one and partly upon the
other side thereof; and, in the latter case, how many feet are claimed
i:i on each side of such discovery
point." Further providing, the regulations state: "The location notice
n.ust be filed for record in all respects as required by the state or
territorial laws and local rules and
regulations if there be any." In Colorado and California, and the other
states, such notice must be recorded
in the office of the county recorder
of the county wherein the lode is situated.

r;

M., 6; 15 p. m.

m.

MINES AND MINING.

to-wi- t:

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No. 1.
DAILY

OF

p

Company

Railway

MASTER'S

SPECIAL
SALE.

NOTICE

County of Santa Fe,
In the District Court.
Thomas K. D. Maddison, Plaintiff;

2

'ullman berthi reserved. Exclusive
Booklets and literature of the various
ng valuable Information to travelers,

J. PLLYNG.
CITY

NO.

TUESDAY, APRIL 13,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA' FE, N. M.

William D. Johnson, Defendant.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico for
the County of Santa Fe.
fare- The said defendant William D.
Johnson is hereby notified that a com. Liberal stopovers.
plaint has been filed against him in
the District Court for the County of
Santa Fe, Territory aforesaid, that
being the court in which said case is
pending, by said plaintiff Viola Taylor Johnson, the general object of Did you ever have as many as
said action being the securing of a
wanted? Refreshing, weren't
divorce by the said plaintiff, from the you
defendant, ore the grounds of deser- they? The real good ones came
tion and abandonment, and for such from California. That flavor come
ether and further relief as to the court from
picking the fruit when ripe.
may seem meet and proper, as will
fully appear by reference to the com- Fast orange trains did the rest.
plaint filed in said cause. And that Orange culture is a profitable
unless you enter your appearance in
venture. Why not go to Calisaid cause on or before the 21st day
of May, A. D.,1909, judgment will be fornia now and investigate?
rendered against you In said cause by
For full information about the trip
default. iMessrs. Catron & Gortner, stpppvers, and tickots apply to
Santa Fe, N. M., are attorneys for the
;
. H. S. LUTZ,
plaintiff.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and Seal of said Court
Agent.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this secSanta Fe, N. M.
ond day of April, A. D., 1909.
C.
FRANCIS
WILSON,
(Seal)

Ever
Eat an Orange?

c:

0Q

TUESDAY, APRIL

13, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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GO TO

jCOIMIIE!

WILLARD, HEW MEXICO.
The Live Commercial

City of the. Estancia VaMey

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 1P05. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 mnabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runniner eat and Wdst fiwuj.
Chicago to al! California points and the NewMexico Central Rauroact runmug
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wun cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have heen erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

THE WILL
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: APPLY

TO

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.
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New Mexico.

Willard,
TIMBER WEALTH
OF WASHINGTON
Six
Enough to Build Five Million
Room Houses 35,000 Square
Miles of Forests.
'

Spokane, Wash., April 13. There
to enough timber standing in the
state of Washington to build 5,000,000
houses, sufficient to shelter
of tie population of the
United States, or furnish ties for
or
1,893,939 miles of railway, track,
six-roo-

one-thir-

d

two sticks 36 inches square and
60 feet in length. Bellingham came
back with a sawed spud stick for a
dredge 40 inches square and 92 feet
in length, and boasted having furnished timbers 125 feet in length.
There is a cedar tree in Snohomish
county which is declared to be the
largest tree on the continent, exceeding in girth by three inches the largest of the trees of the famous redThis tree
wood forest of California.
measures 104 feet 4 inches in circumference and It is more than 150
feet to the iirst limb, which Is five

construct a plank road three Inches feet in diameter.
thick and 500 feet wide twice around
On the west slope of the Cascade
the world. Cut into lumber these Mountains a giant red fir was recenttree's would load 10,000,000
ly blown across the tracks of the
cars of 20,000 feet capacity, equal to Northern Pacific Railroad. Traffic
85,227 miles of trains, or one train was blocked by the monster log,
reaching three and a half times which measured eight feet in thickaround the globe at the equator, ".. ness.
this timDer is contained in areas
There was no saw within miles
aggregating 35,000 square miles on that was big enough to cut the timthe eastern and western sides of ber, and as the railroad company
the Cascade mountains,, and expert could not wait the five days required
cruisers say that the density is - not to saw a section from the huge log
equaled anywhere on the American dynamite was placed in deeply bored
continent.
holes and the aged tree blown to
The hewing of a yellow tir log, 60 splinters. It was easier to repair 10
inches square and 90 feet in length rods of roadbed than to saw through
at Buckley recently excited consider- eight feet of solid red fir.
able domment, but the annals of the
In Clallam county, according to oflumber industry in Washington con- ficial measurements, the timbered
tains many, more remarkable Inci- area runs 20,000,000 feet to the square
mile. The stand on smaller areas is
dents.;'':'
. When President Taft was in the even more dense. One acre recently
Panama Canal zone recently his at- showed 500,000 feet of standing tim'::-tention was called to several spud ber,
r '
A
tract. In Clallan county
sticks in the big dredges and he
asked where it was possible to ob- contains 9,900,000 feet of timber.
tain such timbers. These sticks, There are 8,600,01)0 feet of fir, 390,000
each 36 by 40 inches and more than feet of spruce and 180,000 of hem90 feet in length, the superintendent lock. The quarter section of . which
told him, were shipped from Belling-ha- the tract is "a part contains 19,000,000
:
last summer.
feet of fir, 2,700,000 of spruce and
The recent challenge of Portland, 700,000 of hemlock.
for the distinction of producing the
A Pacific county mill cut 500,000
biggest timbers sawed in the world feet from a little less than two acres.
has been answered from many parts The logs averaged from 12,000 to
- of Washington. Portland milla sawed 14,000 feet each.
45-fo-

:

'
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Is the joy of the household, For
without it no happiness can be
'complete. Angels smile at
and commend the thoughts
and aspirations of the mother
4
bending over T the cradle.
The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
she looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall teei the thrill
of motherhood. Svery woman should know that the danger and pain
can be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
of child-birt- h
renders pliable alL.the pwts,
JJiTTTZlTmQL
v
I
O
assisting nature in its work. I
I
Cfl
fi
By its aid thousands of IYI
1 1
1
u
women have passed thisil-;

rr rrVU
H
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crisisinsafety:

book of information to women tent free,
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
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we will give one adjoining lot

FREE to a purchaser of a residence lot.
This Opportunity is Extended for a LimitedJJTime

THE

Only

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
'COMPANY

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

There are absolutely nol 'restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO$150.00'AND BUSINESS
LOTS i FRO M,$350.00TO $500 00.

Vke-Pre- s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
:

of more Homes

BELEN' TOWNSITE

semi-annuall-

:

?wn LefiOFree

To Encourage the Building
in

Of

F

ARE OWNERS OF THE!

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale; One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

INFORMATION

2LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE AY;

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

WILLARD TOWWSITE

FOR FURTHER

I EW MEXCO.

BELEN,

ARE OWNERS OF THE

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

TO

FOB MAPS
AND OTHER

INFORMATION
ADDRESS

The Belen Town
& Improvement Co.

musical talent in Chicago will be
to EXAMPLE THAT SANTA
The prize winner, according
at weekly intervals throughout
given
Spokane millmen should be a log
EMULATE
Announcement is also
summer.
the
MIGHT
FE
sent from Puget Sound to San Franmade of a Friday evening series of
cisco. This" was so big that no mill
lectures and readings. Arcould saw it, the trimming having to Summer School and Chautauqua of popular
rangements are pending for the prebe done by hand with axes. The log
University of Chicago Draws
sentation of a series of open air
Thousands of Students.
measured 34 inches by 54 inches and
plays.
into
was- 104 feet long when hewn
Few cities are more favorably sitshape. The largest log ever cut in
The University of Chicago is lookfor the holding of a summer
uated
any mill in Washington was 72 ing forward to the most successful
than Chicago. Its summer
school
inches in diameter at the smaller summer session of its history. Last
is cooler than that of almost
weather
end.
summer the attendance was approxiinland city in the country.
other
The remarkable feat of erecting a mate! v 3.000. and it is expected that any
have all the educastudents
Visiting
house from the lumber of a the number will be still greater this
and
recreative
tive
advantages of a
single yellow fir was recently accom- year. There is no longer any doubt
in addition to the
modern
great
city
plished at Elma. There was nearly of the success of the "quarter sysafforded by the institu38,000 feet of lumber in the logs of tem," the plan by which a regular opportunities
tion.
the tree. Six logs, 28 feet in length, university term is assigned -- to the
Special railway rates will be offerthe largest seven feet in diameter at summer. Under this arrangement
the smallest end, were made from the greater part of the faculty (now ed by many lines, especially from
the fir. The measurement of the numbering more than 300) offer their the South. The nine residence halls
stump inside the bark was exactly regular courses at mis time, many on the campus will be thrown open
nine feet. The trunk was straight of the strongest men in the institu- to summer students, and those who
and for 100 feet not a limb 'appeared. tion will give their most successful desire to live elsewhere will be asThe exThe total length of the tree was more courses in the summer of 1909. In sisted in finding rooms.
for
the
student
of
a
quarter
than 300 feet. The lumber was addition there will be a number of penses
to
from
$169,
$103
according
range
The
worth nearly $1,000.
corporation professors from other institutions,
The first term
owning the land growing this tree among whom may be mentioned Pro to accommodations.
closes
21
and
June
of
July 28;
opens
Prohas hundreds of such firs, many
fessor James T. Shotwell and
them too big to be handled by the fessor Francis M. Burdick of Colum- the second term opens July 29 and
3.
equipment now possessed 'by Wash- bia University, Professor Charles C. closes September
sawmills.
ington
Marden of Johns Hopkins University,
Not far from Snoqualmie Falls a Professor Frederick L. Paxson of the
Read the pain formula on the box
giant tree was blown across a pre- University of Michigan, Professor of Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
cipitous canyon a year ago. The Walter W. Cook of the University of doctor if there is a better one. Pain
trunk forms a footbridge ten feet Wisconsin, and Professor George means congestion, blood pressure
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
wide. The log has been levelledand Adam Smith of United Free Church, somewhere.
teams are often driven across it by College, Glasgow. Professor Charles Tablets check head pains, womanly
venturesome drivers.
J. Judd formerly of Yale University, pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and
Sold by Stripling,
A mammoth cedar tree was blown will begin his work in the Univer- see! 20 for 25c.
down near South Bend a few weeks sity with the summer quarter, offer- Burrows & Co.
of
ago, it measured 66 feet 8 inches ing courses on "The Principles
"Educational
NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS
Psychand
Education"
of
around three feet above the bulge
MEETING.
the root. The cedar was 11 feet in ology." In all, 425 courses are anis
, Notice
given that there
hereby
nounced.
diameter 75 feet above the earth..
to the systematic will be a special meeting of the stockThere is a cedar tree 18 feet in
In. addition
diameter at South Bend. At Monte-san- o courses of instruction, liberal provi- holders of the New Mexico Telepone
is another cedar 19 feet 5 inches sion is being made for public lec- Company at the New Mexican Printin diameter. On the John's River tures, concerts, and entertainments. ing Co.'s office at 5 o'clock on Wedthere are groves of cedars that vary The purpose of the public lectures is nesday, April 21st, 1909, to elect a
toard of directors.
from 10 feet to 24 feet through and to extend to the members of the
H. W. WARNER, President.
communiand the University
only a few are hollow.
for
general
Yaty larger opportunities
There are also large trees in
"One Touch of Nature Makes the
kima, Okanogan,
Asotin, culture. These lectures are given
Ferry,
Whole World Kin."
when
hours
afternoon
the
late
Spokane, Stevens, Whitman and oth- during
a
rooster finds a big fat
When
session.
er eastern counties. The largest regular classes are not in
worm he calls all the hens in the farm
stand of white pine left intact on
Among the lecturers who will parto come and share it. A similar
this continent is partly in Whitman ticipate in the program are Profes- yard
of human nature is to be obtrait
county ; and extends into northern sor Smith, Professor Shotwell, Pro- served when a man discovers someIdaho. The largest fir trees on the fessor , Paxson, Professor James H.
thing exceptionally good he wants all
east side are in the Sullivan lake Brewster of the University of Michi- his friends
and neighbors to share the
4
M.
Brooks
district in Stevens county.
gan: Professors Alfred
benefits of hi- discovery. This is the
and Warner Fite of the University of ' touch of nature that makes the whole
Indiana; Hon. Francis G. Blair, State world kin. This explains why people
one
the
would
During
spring every
be benefited by taking Foley's Kidney Superintendent of Public Instruction, who have been cured by Chamberremedy. It furnishes a needed tonic for Illinois; and Professors Judd,' lain's Cough Remedy write letters to
to the kidneys after the extra strain Willett, Clark, Howland, Case, Votaw, the manufacturers for publication,
of winter, and it purifies the blood by Ames, Luckenblll, and others of the that others similarly ailing may also
obtain relief. Behind evstimulating the kidneys, and causing faculty of the University of Chicago. "use
them to eliminate the impurities from Special provision is being made for ery one of these letters is a warm
it Foley's' Kidney Remedy imparts an appropriate observation of the hearted wish of the writer to be of
new life and vigor. Pleasant to take. Tennyson Centenary, August 6.
use to someone else. This remedy is
A series of concerts by the best for sale by all druggists.
Sold by all druggists.
Unf-versit-

'

-

!

it-a-

nd

WAMTS
FOR RENT Furnished room,
tric light, bath. Phone 231.

elec-

.

FOR

RENT OR SALE
J. B .Sloan.

A

good1

typewriter.
Miss

M..

A.

nurse. Phone

Bishop,

professional

No. 30, two rings.

FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
nquire at Wagner Furniture company

store.

LOST

Mink

fur.

crll at New Mexican
ceive liberal reward.
PIANO TEACHER,

Finder please
Office and re-

also harmony,

counterpoint, analysis and history of
music. Address Miss Frietzi Wagner,
box 264.
and
WANTED General
special
agents, some who speak Spanish; salary and commission. New Mexico
Realty Syndicate, Santa Fe, N. M.

steam
FOR SALE A aecond-lrauf- t
boiler in good condition. It will bo
disposed of at very low price. Apily,
to the New Mexican Printing
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
surely driven out of the blood with
,
Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy
bookform.
Dr.
or
tablet
Shoop's
quid
let on Rheumatism plainly and interestingly tells just how this is done.
Veil some sufferer of this book, or
better still, write Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis., for the book and free test samples. Send no. money. Just Join with
Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a
pleasant surprise. Stripling, Burrows
li--

&

Co.

The New Msxicu printing company
and
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
the territorial road lavs, pprlce 60'
cents, and of the territoilal mining
laws, price 60 cents per copy. These
Can be purchased by applying in person or by mail at the office of the
company.
We often wonder how any person
can be persuaded into taking anything .
but Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, ,
colds and lung trouble. Do not be
fooled into accepting "own make" or"
other substitutes. The genuine con-- .
tains no harmful drugs and Is hr a
Sold by alt
yellow package.
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Sena is desirous of obtaining proportions for the purchase of sidewalk
liens, which bear twelve per cent in

Personal Mention
PHONE

NO. 92.

mm

MARKET
PHONE
NO. 92.

NO. 92.

iii

surroundings.
Who Knew Patrick Dillon? W. H.
Tucker of San Francisco, has made inquiries of Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy for information about Patrick
Dillon, said to have died in New Mexico in 1904, and to have left an estate
of a million dollars or more. If any
unclaimed estates of that magnitude
are lying around, the finder should
notify Mr. Tucker.
Installation of Officers Installation
of officers will take place tomorrow
evening at 8 o'clock at the Elks'
An elaborate lunch will be
Lodge.
served and there will be music by the
well known Morrison's orchestra afAll
ter the Installation ceremony.
Elks are earnestly requested to be on
hand.
Dance Last Night The dance un
der the auspices of the Woman's
Board of Trade in the Library Assem
bly room last night was well attended
Morri
and nroved very enjoyable.
Train Report All trains are re- son's orchestra furnished fine music
for the occasion until the small hours
ported on time today.
FOR RENT Modern brick house. this morning.
Meets The
Board of Education
Chapelle street. C. A. Bishop.
TO RENT Rooms
furnished or Hoard of Education met this after
L. A. Harvey.
noon in the office of Dr. J. H. Sloan
unfurnished.
Death of Jose Garcia Jose Garcia to award the contract for the con
died at Roswell of tuberculosis a few struction of sidewalks on the south
days ago. He was aged forty years. side of the Central School building,
Concert
Thursday La Banda de on the west side of Washington
Santa Fe will give its weekly con- Avenue and on the east side of Lin
cert on Thursday at 2 p. m. weather coin A"enue.
Leona
Died of Peritonitis Mrs.
permitting.
wife of the man
Change Concert Time The City Foremnn-Eekland- ,
Band will hereafter give their Sunday ager of the Supply Company at the
concert at 7:30 p. m. instead of 3 p. coal camp of Madrid, southern Santa
in.
Fe county, died last week, and the
License
Granted Pro- remains were sent yesterday to
Marriage
bate Clerk, George Armijo today
Colorado, for interment. Be
granted a marriage license to Rosa-rit- a sides the husband and an eight
Padia and Tomas Salazar, both months'-ol- d
child, the father and
mother and two brothers survive.
parties are 21 years of age.
Roswell Has Its Own Water Works
Buried Sunday The funeral of
On Saturday the first water was. Melquiades Lopez took place Sun
turned into the mains of Roswell's day from his residence, services
new city water system.
held at the Cathedral at 7 a. m,
Windows The win- The funeral was well attended and
dows of the Wood Davis Hardware the following gentlemen acted as
and pall bearers: Canuto Alarid, Melisen
Company have been
present an attractive appearance.
dro Vigil, John G. Howland, Gregorio
Hunting License Issued Two addi- Rael, Romualdo Tenorio and Steven
tional hunting licenses have been is- Dominguez, all members of Typo
sued by the Probate Clerk, one to graphical Union No. 405. Interment
GeOrge Armijo and one to W. O. Sal- was at Rosario.
azar.
Bord
of
Trade
Meeting The
its regular
hold
will
Trade
Board
of
Poll
Tax Twenty-siSuing for
suits for poll tax were filed at Roswell hieeting on Friday evening of this
Fe
on Saturday against citizens of the week in the offices of the-Saschool district who had failed to pay Water and Light Company. A num
ber of interesting matters will be
their poll tax.
to the attention of the Board
brought
Is
Now
Since last
Hagerman
Dry
on the Chautauqua
week, Hagerman, Chaves county, is in including a report
movement.
the Prohibiton column, the town board
Fair and Warmer Weather Prom
having compelled the only saloon of
for
irfed The weather indications
the place to close up.
Yeswarmer.
tomorrow
and
are
fair
I Death at Chamita
Miguel Ortiz a
maximum
temperature
"ileal... merchant, today
a terday the
received
Was 4 degrees in the shade and 75
telegram' stating that his cousin Amain the sun. The relative
do Ortiz, died at Chamita
Sunday degrees at 6
p. m. was 34 per cent,
humidity
morning at 11:30.
last night
The
lowest
temperature
National Guard Company for Arwas 25 degrees.
tesia John B. Enfield has 103 signers
District Court at Albuquerque tn
to a petition for the organization of a
the'
district court at Albuquerque
National Guard Company at Artesia
last evening, Jose Chavez and Frank
of which he will be the captain.
New Advertisement Attention of Arias were, acquitted of the cnarge
two barrels of whisthe public is called to the advertise- of having stolen
five
of blackberry brankey,
gallons
ment of Paul P. Lacassagne, carriage
five gallons of port wine, one
dy,
and sign painter.
Mr.
Lacassagne
750 fancy cigars
uarantees good work and satisfac bottle of absinthe,
and other things from a Santa Fe
tion.
car.
Leopold Torres was
Water" Main Burst Yesterday af freight
held for the Territorial grand jury
ternoon the water main supplying the
bond on the charge of killing
Palace Hotel burst and for consider- without
Benefield in the Albuquerque
Robert
able time the hotel was without wawith a poker.
ter. The main was fixed as speedily city jail
April 12, 1909.
as possible.
Maximum temperature 46 degrees
Called Meeting W. C. T. U. There at 2:10
p. m. Minimum temperature
will be a called meeting of the W. C.
28 degrees at 5 a. m. Mean temperaT. TJ. for the transaction of import
ture 37 degrees. Departure from
ant business, Wednesday afternoon
Relative
minus 10
at 3 o'clock at the rooms, 105 Wash normal, at 6 a. m. degrees.
80 per cent. Relahumidity
ington Avenue.
tive humidity a 6 p. m. 4 per cent.
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels O. H.
Relative humidity, average for the
Knifferi, Denver; Philip Dumma, Mon-tere- day, 57 per cent. Lowest temperaMexico. Claire H.. O. Snyder, ture
during last night 25 degrees.
D. D. Ferrell, Albuquerque;
J. H.
at 6 a. m. today 27 deTemperature
Coons, Pueblo; T. M. Wood, G. W. grees.
Generally fair tonight and
Linger, Denver.
Wednesday with warmer weather in
Assessment Schedules April is the north portion tonight.
last month during which property
Better Than Ever The opening of
owners may file their assessment
third season at the opera house
the
schedule for 1909, without incurring
was one of the events of
Schedules may be ob- last night
a penalty.
Easter Monday. A good sized audi
tained from Assessor Trinidad Alarid.
ence was M attendance ana tney
Prize Fight at Pueblo Today Pete
the. clean house and the
Alarid of Santa Fe left for Pueblo praised
Six different pictures
clean show.
where he will engage in a prize
were shown and every one a feature.
fight with. Kid Jacobs for a purse of
Beginning with "Troubles of a King,"
$800. The winner will be cballenged
then "A Boxing Match," followed by
by. Kid Texas for a thoimnd dollar
"College Chums," and "The Ghosts
purse,
Cave," one of "Pathe Colored Films"
homas Sal- and at last the two great features
Wedding at Santa Fe
azar, son of Mr. and Mr?, 22. C. Sala- "Parisian Flower Girl," and "The
zar of Barelas, but formerly of Santa Hazers."
The song is "Button, ButFe, will be married on Thursday fore ton, Whose Got the Button." As only
noon to Miss Rosarita Padn.a of San- licensed films are shown, it means
ta Fe. The young couple will make that nothing but the best will ever
their home in the Duke City.
be presented. All new films of the
Motion Picture Patents Company are
are
Invitations
MaKinevSegura
out for the marriage on Wednesday, censored and nothing objectionable
April 21, of Meliton Martinez, son of to any one will be allowed to be sent
Modesto Martinez and wife, to Miss out by film exchanges, but what is
Gregorita Segura, daughter of Mr. good and clean.
and Mrs. Juan Estevan Segura. The
Wind Splitters for Santa Fe. One
parties reside at Moriarty,
oi the new gasoline passenger cars
New Signs
L. Brad- which the Santa Fe is placing on its
ford Prince has had several new busi- branch roads passed Lamy Friday.
ness signs placed 'over the entrance They are known as "wind splitters,"
of his-- ' office on Palace Avenue. The on account of their cigar shape and
signs are enameled, the lettering be- are already In extensive use on the
Union Pacific and other, roads. One
ing white on a bright blue
of the first divisions to have one for
D.
Liens
Jose'
Sidewalk
passenger traffic is to bo the Rio
Mayor

minor

CASH

No 4

Grocery

Bakery

g

::

BUY FOR CASH AND SAVE MONEY

:- -!

4

No.

The profits saved on
salary, and loss
through bad accounts comes to you in lower prices.
book-keeper- s

.4.

F. Andrews,

d

V

Colo-

Frank S, Davis of Trinidad,
rado, formerly a businessman of this
city, is circulating among friends today. Mr. Davis looks prosperous and
is doing well in his new home. He
was much impressed with the changes
for the better and the many public
improvements that have been made in
Santa Fe since his last visit.
Among the priests from northern
New Mexico who were in Santa Fe to
witness the enthronement of Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, were Rev. A.
RabejTole of has Vegas, but formerly of this city; Rev. A. Collier of
Springer; Rev. M. Olier of Watrous;
Rev. G. P. Moog of San Miguel, and
Rev. E. Paulhan of Pecos.
Hon. W. E. Martin has been in Las
Cruces this week in attendance at
the regular term of the district court
for Dona Ana county. By virtue of
natural aptitude,
long experience,
and close application, Mr. Martin has
fairly won for himself the enviable
reputation of being the best district
clerk in the Territory." Socorro
Chieftain.

HAYWARDS

PHONE

terest the first three montliB and 18
He Is determin--icr cent thereafter.
of sidewalks
number
a
that
large
be laid this year.
Johnny Get the Hose Out Today
rll around town could be noticed the
sprinkling of the many lawns. Even
the lawn in the Plaza was being well
watered and the grass is showing up
fresh and green adding beauty to the

(Continued From Page Five.)

PHONE
NO. 92.

Phone Ifo. 4.

Grande
division from Albuquerque
to El Paso. Later a car is to be
placed in service between Santa Fe
and Lamy, although it is still a ques
tion whether they are serviceable for
heavy grades and light rails like
those of the Lamy branch. A car
carries 75 passengers comfortably
and can carry a hundred when
crowded.
New Boarders for the Pen This
morning Sheriff Hixenbaugh brought
in the following convicts from Colfax county: Walter Irving, alias
Claude Martin, sentenced to three
years for hurglary; Robert Horton,
18 months for assault with intent to
murder;' R. J. Walker, one year and
one day for larceny; Cruz Alarid,
one year and nine days for assault
with intent to maim and disfigure.
The sheriff also brought to the peni
tentiary for safe keeping J. B. Humphries and W. R.' Dobyns. . J. B.
Humphries, better known as "Nigger
Arkansas," is charged with being
one of the star performers In the
robbery of $35,000 from the Wells-Fargexpress strong box at French
station several months ago. Under
his recent indictment by the grand
jury here Humphries was unable to
give the $15,000 bond required and
it was decided to place him in safe
keeping pending trial. Reece Dobyns, first broke into public notice
some months ago when charged with
putting emery into the bearings of
a Santa Fe locomotive.
Dobyns was
afterwards. adjudged insane, it being
believed that his sufferings while
in jail in Mexico whither he fled
from a charge here, caused him to
lose his reason.' He was brought
back to Raton for trial, but taken to
the insane asylum at Las Vegas instead. Here he became such a raving maniac that it was not considered safe to keep him in the asylum
and he was put in Raton jail whence
he now comes to the territorial penitentiary, the only place which it is
thought will safely hold him.
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SOMETHING DOING
EVERY

MINUTE,
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vi uilos
Anthracite Coal all
Smithing Coal

$4.50 per ton

Lump

6.00
Sawed Wood and Kindling

si2.es
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call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
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1909 MODELS AT

ALEXANDER'S GARAGE

DISTRIBUTOR OF THE MITCHELL,
SOUTHWESTERN
McINTYRE and ZIMMERMAN 1909 Models AUTOMOBILES
and COMMERCIAL MOTOR CARS, in shaft or chain drive, in a
variety of prices and styles to suit anyone automobilically inclined.
On the floors of my garage in Santa Fe can be seen the different 1909 models in Touring, Roadster, Runabout and Commercial
Motor Cars, suited to the wants1 of Doctors, Merchants, Stockmen
and Rancher, in prices ranging from $375 to $2,500, and horse-powe- r
MO-LIN-

from 10 to 40.
These models were selected by me at the Chicago Automobile
Show as representing the best automobile values and best suited to
New Mexico road conditions, from an exhibit of more than eighty
types of cars.
Call or write for literature of the car interested in; also ask for
a road demonstration of the car.
A full line of Auto Supplies and fully equipped Machine Shop
operated in connection with this garage.

O. W. ALEXANDER
Francisco Street
'

310 San
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NAVAJO AND

A CHOICE

;f

LINEOF

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

-j

S:,,

W

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

;f- --

FOR FIVE CJpTS

:

:

'.

receive a free souvenir
AH Ladies who visit the store
w
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
will

w

J.
-

'

301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAHIO Proprietor.
San Francisco Street, Santa fe, N, M.
3

,

.

back-groun-

d.

(Continued from Page One.)

13,

1909.

DINGLEY SCHEDULE ON WOOL.
(Continued From First Page.
will be two more assigned to it.
When the men arrive from Fort
Wood active work in free balloon,
captive' balloon and dirigible work
will begin.
"By the time- these are actively
under way the date set for the delivery of the Wright and Herring aeroplanes will be on hand. The trials
at Fort Meyer of the aeroplanes wilJ
undoubtedly renew the enthusiasm
for the new art in warfare which
existed last summer."
j .
-

,

EDERAL JURY
DISCHARGED
Judge Frank W. Parker Sends Entire
Panel Home On Account of Ugly
Rumors of Bribery.

Las Cruces, N. M., April 13 A sen
sation was created -- here yesterday
when Judge Frank W. Parker, sitting
in the Federal District Court, discharged the entire panel of 24 jurors
and ordered a new panel drawn for
Wednesday.

In discharging the jury the judge

declared that, while he did not make
any specific charges, the rumor had
persistently gained ground that efforts had been made to tamper with
the jury in the interest of persons
under indictment on charge of smuggling or conspiracy to smuggle China
men, and, as the cases were of great
importanc to , the government, he
thought best to draw a new jury.
This sensation follows immediately
the sensation of Saturday when it became known that E. M. Fink, Mar
Chew, W. B. Greene and others had
been indicted on charges of smuggling
Chinese. Mar Chew, Greene and Fink
were indicted along with Santa Fe
Conductor HD. Maynard and, porter
Lon Miller, who were arrested some
time ago. All are El Pasoans. The
case of Conductor Maynard of the
Santa Fe, charged with bribery In
connection with the alleged
smuggling conspiracy was postponed until
-

Wednesday next.'
Before the territorial' grand jury.
and H. B. Hening secretary. The
other members of the Bureau are: two men pleaded guilty to the charge
Howard H. Betts of Silver City; M. of assault with intent ""to murder.
M. Padgett of Las Vegas;
W. Goff They are Felipe Ronquillo and SantiBlack of Aztec; and L. K. McGaffey ago Velasques, and the crime of which
of Roswell.
they acknowledge guilt was commitWant Old Name Back.
ted near Rincon a few weeks ago.
The people of Sunnyside, Guadalu Both are. section hands on the Santa
pe county, after conference with Gov Fe Railroad, and their victim was
ernor Curry have petitioned that the
Apolinar Fraustro, another section
name be changed back to Fort Sum hand.
They got him partially drunk
ner and that the people of the town and then
cut his throat from ear to
site be given title to their lands. The ear.
he would die very
Thinking
petition is directed both to the De quickly,
him in the sand.
buried
partment of the Interior and the He had they
of his pay
disposed
previously
Postoffice Department.
so they got very little money from the
Big Land and Irrigation Deal.
victim. Fraustro was able to crawl
Hon. Charles Springer, who left for to a
nearby house and give the alarm
Las Vegas this forenoon, so it was and the two men were arrested
by the
reported today, had closed a deal of Rincon authorities. Fraustro has algreat Importance to Colfax Company, most recovered from the wound in
disposing of land in that county on his neck. ,. The date. when Judge
0
which an immense irrigation project Parker will sentence these men has
will be located. The total transaction not been set. Ed
Betzell, before the
will involve over a million dollars.
territorial grand jury on Saturday,
Irrigation Projects.
pleaded guilty to a charge of burg
Reclamation service reports for
lary. He was recently arrested by
March show that irrigation under the
Sheriff Jose Lucero after getCarlsbad project, New iMexico, has Deputyin a back window and
ting
robbing
teen commenced ,and water will not
saloon of about $30.
the
Tip
Top
be turned out of the canal again "this
"

'

season.
Applications
made for water
der this project.

have

been

acres

un-

MARKET REPORT

Under the Leasburg unit of the
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Rio Grande project 15,000 acres were
New York, April 13. Amalgamated,
placed under cultivation in March.
1071-4- ;
pfd., 104; N. Y.
Owing to heavy snows in the Colora- 77; Atchison,
S. Pacific, 120
U.
do mountains an abundant water Central, 1311-8- ;
Pacific, 187 - : Steel, 51
pfd.,
supply for this project is assured,
7--

3-- 8

114

3--

3--

,

incorporation.
MONEY AND METALS.
The Knights of the Maccabees of
New
York, April ';13. Call money
the World, of Detroit, Michigan, today
easy,
per cent.
Terrifiled Incorporation papers with
New York, N. Y., April 13. Lead
torial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, estab
$4.12
Silver
i
lishing headquarters for New Mexico steady,
"' ' '' "
at Santa Fe, with the territorial su- 51
St. Louis,' Mo'., April 13. Lead is
perintendent of insurance as agent.
higher, $4.104.1&) spelter is higher.
Territorial Board of Health.
$4,821-2- .
The Territorial Board of Health
New York, April 13 Prime paper,
and Medical Examiners were still in 3
per cent. Mexican dollars,
session today. Eighteen applicants
44c.
for license to practice are being ex
WOOL
13-4-

2

1-- 7

2

1--

1--

MARKET.
t
amined.
St. Louis, Mo., April 13. Wool
Addition to Miners' Hospital.
unchanged.
The board of trustees of the TerriGRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
torial Hospital at Raton, has decided
Chicago, 111., April 13. Close: -to build an addition to the hospital
Wheat May, , $1.27 2 ;
July,
to serve as a ward for contagious $1.16
1--

diseases.

Board of Regents

of Normal Uni

versity.
7
The board of trustees of the New
Mexico Normal University at Las
Vegas, has organized byelecting F.
H. Pierce, president of the board.

POURED VITRIOL
OVER GIRL
Wheeling,. W. Va., April 13. Said
to have been disappointed in his suit
for marriage, Joseph White is alleged
to have gone to the room of Magda

lena Fortuna today and attempted to
burn the!, girl to death. It Is alleged
that White ponred gasoline and vit
riol over the girl and set fir,e to the
place. The girl's screams brought
help.

Corn
Oats

White escaped.

OIL COMPANY INCORPO- RATES IN LOUISIANA
The
Baton Rouge, 'La., April
charter of the Standard Oil Company
of Louisiana was filed here, today
with a capital of five million. The
company will build a two million dol
lar refinery at' Baton i Rouge, and
bring oil in ships from Oklahoma
and Texas.
13.

47

May,
May,

6Gl-4c-

v

'.'"'

July, 65

;

53

July,

Pork May,
Lard May,
Ribs

$18.15; July, $18.10.
$10.35 ; July, $10.47
May, $9,421-2- ; July, $9.57

'
1--

LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, 111., April 13. Cattle Receipts, 1,500. Market shade higher.
Texas steers,
Beeves, $4.857.20;

$4.605.80; western steers, $4.40
5.90; stockers and feeders,
$3.55
5.60; cows and heifers, $2.106.00;
'
calves, $5.507.75.
Hogs Receipts, 10,000. Market 5
cents higher.
Light,
$7.107.45;
mixed, $7.157.55; heavy, $7.057.60;
rough, $7.207.35; pigS, $6.006.85.;
bulk of sales, $7.407.50.
Sheep Receipts, 12,000. Market" is
strong. " Native $3.756.25; western,
$6.257.25:
yearlings,
$3.756.30;
western lambs,
lambs, $5.508.20;
$3.008.30.
Kansas City, Mo.r April 13. Cattle
':

.

Receipts 8,000, including 400 south-

erns. Market strong. Native steers
$5.256.75; southern steers $4.60
6.60; southern cows. $2.75 05.00; nav
tive cows and hetters t$3.006.00;
stockers V and feeders '; $3.755.60;
bulls $3.255.25: calves $4.O07.5O;
western steers $4.8Q6.50; western
cows $3.255v5Q.

.

